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April is the cruellest month 

Thomas Sterne Eliot, The waste land

J'ai plus de souvenirs que si j'avais mille ans

Charles Baudelauire, Spleen LXXVI

come una vecchia cuoca in una cucina sgrida i fantasmi dei buon gustai

Paolo Conte, Novecento

Lisboa cruelmente construída ao longo da sua própria ausência

Sophia de Mello Breyner Andresen, Lisboa

Esta bala es antigua

Jorge Luis Borges, In memoriam J.F.K.

Take my hand, I'm standing right here and just hold on

Tom Waits, Hold on
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1 Introduction

Clinical guidelines are a mean for specifying the “best” clinical procedures and for standardizing 

them. In the literature there are many different definition of clinical guideline, but the definition, 

that  we consider  more  adapted,  is  the  USA Institute  of  Medicine's  one:  a  clinical  guideline  is 

“systematically developed statements to assist practitioners and patient decisions about appropriate 

health care for specific clinical circumstances” [Gordon95].

In recent years, the medical community has started to recognize that a computer-based treatment of 

clinical  guidelines  provides  relevant  advantage,  (see,  e.g.  [Grimshaw93],  such  as  automatic 

connection to the patient databases and decision making facilities). Thus, many different projects 

and approaches have been developed in recent years to create computer assisted tools for managing 

clinical  guideline  (see  [Shahar98],  [Musen96],  [Shiffman00],  [Terenziani01],  [Peleg00], 

[Quaglini01],  [Fox98],  [openclinical]  and  chapter  2).  As  a  matter  of  fact,  the  application  of 

Artificial  Intelligence  techniques  in  Medical  Informatics  via  the  integration  of  computerized 

management  system of clinical  guidelines in  hospital  workflow is one of the most challenging 

research fields in computer science.

A  central issue  in the use of clinical guidelines is decision making. As a matter of fact, clinical 

guidelines are used in domains in which different choices are actually possible,  instead clinical 

protocols  [Purves95]  specify  only  what  is  the  admissible  procedure  in  a  given  situation.  It  is 

frequent that, when a clinical guideline is instantiated on a specific patient, it is not possible define 

if  an alternative  is  really  “better”  than other,  from a strictly  clinical  viewpoint.  In  particular  a 

decision concerning a therapeutic treatment is a crucial issue, since the choice of the treatment has a 

goal  heal  a  patient's  disease;  moreover  the  application  of  a  treatment  has  some effects  on  the 

patient's health and it is not possible to undo the treatment's effects on a patients. Thus supporting 
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decision is a fundamental task for a system for computerized management of clinical guideline. 

Moreover a clinical guideline is developed under the assumption that  local realities adhere to the 

standard, not the contrary. It is clear that a source of the big variance in healthcare quality of service 

can be addressed to the differences present in local settings (the hospitals). Different hospitals have 

different  expertise,  care  practices,  physical  equipment,  practitioners’  skills  and  others  too 

[Boxwala02] and this undermines the added value the use of the clinical guidelines tries to bring to 

the whole medical community.  A guideline can be contextualized to a specific domain and some 

alternatives can be pruned on the basis of site-related contextual information and/or  patient-related 

contextual  information.  Typically,  a decision is  taken on the basis  of local  information (i.e.  by 

considering just the decision criteria associated with the specific decision at hand) and not on the 

basis of a complete scenario of the decision consequences considering, for example, the probability 

of the different therapy outcomes, the quality of life of the patient, therapy utilities, and the money 

spent.  The possibility to provide such information is crucial to allow physicians making a well 

informed choice.  In our work, we have studied whether decision theory concepts can be applied in 

order to support physician's decision making. We have analyzed clinical guidelines and confront 

them with the decision theory concepts, in order to view whether we can use it. In particular, we 

have seen that clinical guidelines can be mapped into Markov Model Process. Thus, we have study 

how the mapping between clinical guidelines and Mapping Markov Process can be done, and how 

classical algorithms for evaluating optimal policy can be used in order support physicians in their 

decision making process.   As case study,  we have implemented such approach in the  GLARE 

system.

Another  critical  point  in  order  to  using  clinical  guidelines  is  improving  their  quality.  Clinical 

guidelines are developed by standardization groups, but sometime they still  contain ambiguous, 

incomplete  or  even  inconsistent  elements.  It  is  clear  that  discovered  such  information  is  very 

important and it allows to increase the quality of the clinical guidelines. In literature, facilities that 

allow to verify capabilities are rather limited and in many cases, the systems do associate only very 
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specific  and limited  inferential  mechanisms to the knowledge represented in the  guideline,  and 

execute the verification task using ad hoc algorithms. We aimed at defining a general mechanism to 

evaluate the quality of clinical guideline. Thus, we have studied whether model checking techniques 

can be used in clinical guideline context in order to verify capabilities. As a matter of fact, model 

checking techniques are general ones usually adopted to verify the correctness of system either 

hardware or software and thus they are not defining on the basis of a specific application domain. 

Thus, we have study how model checking techniques can be used to verify capabilities of clinical 

guidelines and as case study, we have apply our approach to the GLARE system using the SPIN 

model checker.

As we have described above, the clinical guideline are defined as standard and local realities adhere 

to the standard, not the contrary, and this heavily influences the hospital's decision to adopt the 

standards and the quality of possible use of this standard. Thus they must be contextualized to local 

situations. The process of contextualization do not consist only in pruning sub-part of a clinical 

guideline that can not be executed in a specific hospital, but it also means that the clinical guidelines 

must be revised and redefined in order to be executed whit the local limitations. Moreover, the 

clinical guidelines are not are not static. As a matter of fact, they could be modified, since, for 

example,  the  knowledge  of  a  particular  disease  can  change,  new drugs  can  be  invented.  Thus 

clinical guidelines need to be revised. In both cases, the process of revision is not made by one 

physician, but in general a committee of specialists evaluates every proposal that the physicians 

have previously made. In this case, we must manage cooperative work on the same knowledge that 

is  stored in databases.    Such databases should be managed in a cooperative fashion,  in which 

several  (possibly  incremental)  update  proposals  are  pointed  out  by  different  users,  and  then 

evaluated for approval by a committee of specialists or by a manager of the system. In the area of 

Software  Engineering,  tools  to  support  working  sessions  in  which  different  users/teams 

concurrently  propose  parts  (or  modifications)  of  a  software,  but   no  specific  support  has  been 

provided  for  cooperative  updates  on  databases.  We  have  studied  how  supporting  cooperative 
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fashion  in  database  area.  In  particular,  we  will  propose  a  semantic  data  model  to  deal  with 

“disjunctive  information”  (i.e.  multiple  update/insertion/deletion  proposals).  Observe  that  the 

clinical guidelines domain is only a case of study and that our approach is general and not context-

depend. 

Moreover, we have worked on the treatment of temporal constraints in clinical guidelines. We have 

proposed a temporal representation formalism and reasoning algorithms in order to provide clinical 

guideline systems with different types of temporal facilities [Anselma], but this work is not object 

of our dissertation. 

The overall thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 will provide an overview of state of art concerning the clinical guidelines systems. In this 

chapter we present some clinical guidelines systems. Chapter 3 will provide the description of our 

approach  for  decision  making  support  based  on  decision  theory.  We  describe  how  clinical 

guidelines representation primitives can be related to decision theory concepts, and how they can be 

mapped in Markov Decision Process,  how algorithms for evaluating utility and for evaluating the 

optimal  policy  can  be  exploited  in  clinical  guidelines  context,  as  case  study,  we  present  the 

implementation of such approach in the GLARE system. Chapter 4 will provide the description of 

our approach for applying model checking techniques in the clinical guideline domain. We will 

show how a  clinical  guideline  can  be  mapped  into  a  formalism adapt  to  use  model  checking 

techniques and we will identify the types of properties that are useful to verify about a clinical 

guideline.  As  case  of  study,  we  will  present  how our  general  approach  can  be  applied  to  the 

GLARE system.

Chapter 5 will provide the description of our approach that we have defined in order to support 

working cooperative fashion in database area. We will present a semantic data model that extends 

BCDM [Jensen96], the operations of manipulation and the temporal relational algebra. 

A concluding chapter (chapter 6) will highlight the next possible directions of this research
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2 Overview on Clinical Guideline Systems

In this chapter we describe the state of art concerning the clinical guidelines systems.

In recent years, the medical community has started to recognize that a computer-based treatment of 

guidelines provides relevant advantages, such as automatic connection to the patient databases and, 

more interestingly, decision making facilities. In the last decade, this observation has motivated the 

development  of  several  domain-independent  computer  systems  for  guidelines  management 

(consider, e.g., Asbru [Shahar98], EON [Musen96], GEM [Shiffman00], GLARE [Terenziani01], 

GLIF [Peleg00], GUIDE [Quaglini00], PROforma [Fox98], and [Gordon 95], [openclinical]).

In this chapter we present some of these computer systems in order to contextualize our work. Then, 

in every chapter we describe the background specific to the topic dealt with.

In particular we present PROforma, Asbru, Guide and GLARE. We present more in deep GLARE, 

because we apply our work to this system.

2.1 PROFORMA

PROforma [Fox98] has been developed in Great Britain at the Imperial Cancer Research Fund of 

London. 

PROforma is a formal knowledge representation language capable of capturing the structure and 

content  of  a  clinical  guideline  in  a  form that  can  be  interpreted  by  a  computer.  PROforma  is 

essentially a first-order logical formalism extended to support decision making and plan execution, 

but it also incorporates a number of features of non-classical logics to support decision making and 

action control.
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The main characteristics of PROforma language are:

•  it  is  a  knowledge  representation  language,  which  can  describe  concept  and  reasoning 

methods  of  clinical  practice  and it  is  structured around an  ontology of  tasks,  including 

decision making and process management tasks.

•  it is a declarative formalism with a clear semantics that can be exploited in rigorous design 

and  in  the  pursuit  of  high  quality  and  safe  software  (in  the  sense  used  in  software 

engineering); 

PROforma needs three kinds of knowledge:

•  specific knowledge of the data of the patient 

•  general medical knowledge 

•  knowledge of the clinical procedures 

The PROforma approach is based on following tools:

•  a graphical editor, which provides a set of graphical templates for acquiring in PROforma 

formalism the knowledge that compose a protocol or guideline.

•  a protocol enactment engine, which takes a PROforma definition, instantiates it as a care-

plan for a specific patient, and assists clinical users to follow the plan.

In PROforma, the execution of guidelines is based on "domino model" (see Fig. 1).  The domino 

model  summarizes  the  formal  framework  for  describing  clinical  decision  making  and  process 

management including task scheduling used in PROforma.

Each node of the domino model represents information or data that are relevant to a particular 

clinical  situation  (e.g.  facts  about  a  patient's  history),  decisions  and other  tasks  in  progress  or 

actions,  which  are  planned.  Each  arrow  represents  an  inference  procedure,  which  deducts 

information. The inference procedure uses information of the type shown at the arrow's tail and the 

information of a specific patient record and/or general medical knowledge base, in order to generate 

information of the type shown at its head.
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Given a set of beliefs, an “agent” may infer goals (e.g. to diagnose or treat a disease) and some 

solutions to these goals. If there are multiple options (e.g. alternative diagnoses or treatments), the 

system must consider the arguments for and against these alternatives and make decisions based on 

the validity of each argument. A decision may commit to a new belief (e.g. what is wrong with the 

patient) or to a plan of action to achieve a goal (e.g. a clinical care plan) consisting of a set of 

actions carried out over time.

 Action:

PROforma supports the definition of clinical guidelines and protocols in terms of: 

•  a  well-defined  set  of  tasks  that  can  be  composed  into  networks  representing  plans  or 

procedures carried out over time. These enable the high level structure of a guideline to be 

represented.  

•  logical  constructs  (such  as  situations,  events,  constraints,  pre-  and  post-conditions,  and 

inference rules), which allow the details of each task and inter-relationships between tasks to 

be defined using templates.

PROforma defines four types (sub-classes) of task, which are organized in a class hierarchy: 

•  Action:  procedures  linked  to  a  clinical  process,  which  needs  to  be  executed  (e.g. 

administration an injection). 

•  Enquiries: actions returning required information, which is needed in order to complete a 

procedure or take a decision. The specification of an enquiry includes a description of the 
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information required (e.g. the type, range and other properties of a clinical parameter) and a 

method for getting it (e.g. by querying a local patient record or a remote laboratory database; 

by processing an image or by creating a data entry form).

•  Decisions:  represent  tasks,  which  involve  some  kind  of  decisions,  such  as  a  choice  of 

investigation, diagnosis or treatment. The PROforma specification of a decision task defines 

the choice options, relevant information and a set of argument rules, which determine which 

of the options, should be chosen according to current data values.

•  Plans: the basic building block of a guideline and may contain any number of tasks of any 

type,  including other plans, usually with an ordering imposed to reflect  temporal,  logical, 

resource or other constraints, which need to be executed to achieve a clinical goal.

Any specific task is seen as an instance of some more general class of tasks (see Fig. 2). Each class 

is a specialization of a root task. Any class can be further specialized into particular subtypes. Every 

task inherits part of its specification, defined by a set of attributes, from the upper classes in the 

hierarchy.

The attributes and the values attached to them determined the properties and behaviour of each task 

type are determined by its attributes and. They determine how and when a task is processed, when 

the guideline, which they belongs to, is enacted.

Attributes of the root task are inherited by each task class and sub-class and are the followings:

• Name: unique identifier of task;

•  Caption: descriptive title of task;

•  Description: textual description of task:
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•  Goal: purpose of task;

•  Pre-conditions: conditions necessary before a task may be started;

•  Trigger conditions: conditions which will initiate a task;

•  Post-conditions: conditions true on task completion;

Moreover each of the four sub-classes has a set of specific attributes, which distinguish them from 

tasks of other types. 

When the engine enacts a protocol, each task in it is "created" as required as a run-time instance 

with current time-stamps and other relevant information.  The PROforma engine enact the tasks 

specified  by  a  guideline  or  protocol,  that  is  to  say  it  issues  requests  for  action,  prompts  for 

information,  offers  suggestions  for  decisions,  and  generally  assists  a  user  to  comply  with  the 

protocol in line with medical, procedural and other requirements.

The engine initiates tasks according to their scheduling constraints, preconditions etc., and sends 

messages to notify the user that tasks have been activated, provides information of decisions which 

need to be made, requests data or actions to be carried out etc.  Moreover the engine functions 

reactively, i.e. it responds to messages from external sources (e.g. updates to the patient record).  

2.2 ASBRU

Asbru [Shahar98]  has been developed at  the Vienna University of Technology and at  Stanford 

Medical Informatics. 

Asbru is a time-oriented, intention-based, skeletal plan-specification representation language that is 

used in the Asgaard/Asbru Project to represent clinical guidelines to embody clinical guidelines and 

protocols in XML.

Asbru allows to represent both the prescribed actions of a skeletal plan and the knowledge roles 

required by the various problem-solving methods performing the intertwined supporting subtasks. 
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It enables the intentions and goals of a guideline and the temporal dimensions and uncertainties to 

be defined as an intrinsic part of that guideline. 

Asbru distinguishes between a declarative data abstraction part and a procedural hierarchy of plans.

A guideline-specification is composed hierarchically, using the Asbru syntax, by a set of plans with 

arguments and time annotations. A decomposition of a plan into its subplans is always attempted by 

the execution interpreter, unless the plan is not found in the guideline-specification library, thus 

representing  a  non  decomposable  plan  (i.e.  an  atomic  action).  A  non  decomposable  plan  is 

executed, resulting in either an interaction with a user or an external calling of a program. A set of 

primitive plans to perform interaction with the user or to retrieve information from the medical 

patient  record  are  provided  to  the  users  (e.g.,  OBSERVE,  GET-PARAMETER,  ASK-

PARAMETER).

The data abstraction specification consists of a set of parameter definitions. Each of the plans in the 

plan hierarchy consists of a name, a set of arguments, a time annotation (representing the temporal 

scope of the plan), preferences, intentions, conditions, effects, and plan body. Only name and plan 

body are mandatory.

Arguments are values passed from the invoking plan to the invoked called plan. 

Preferences describe the costs, resource constraints, and responsible actor. 

Effects describe the functional relationship between the plan arguments and measurable parameters 

in certain contexts (e.g., the dose of insulin is inversely related to the level of blood glucose) or the 

overall  effect  of a plan on parameters (e.g.,  the insulin-administration plan decreases  the blood 

glucose). Effects have a likelihood annotation-a probability of occurrence and a temporal scope.

Intentions are high-level goals of the plan. Intentions are represented by temporal patterns of actions 

and states that should be maintained, achieved or avoided. 

Asbru defines four categories of intentions: 

•  intermediate  state:  the  patient  state(s)  that  should  be  maintained,  achieved,  or  avoided 

during the applicability of the plan (e.g., weight gain levels are slightly low to slightly high); 
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•  intermediate action: the provider action(s) that should take place during the execution of the 

plan (e.g., monitor blood glucose once a day); 

•  overall state pattern: the overall pattern of patient states that should hold after finishing the 

plan (e.g., patient had less than one high glucose value per week); 

•  overall action pattern: the overall pattern of provider actions that should hold after finishing 

the plan (e.g., patient had visited dietitian regularly for at least three months).

• Conditions mediate the changes between plan states during the execution.  A plan instance is 

completed  when  the  complete  conditions  become  true;  otherwise  the  plan  instance's 

execution suspends or aborts. Aborting a plan instance is usually due to a failure of the plan 

or a part of it. Asbru distinguish between: 

•  filter-preconditions, which need to hold initially if the plan is applicable; 

•  setup-preconditions: which need to be achieved to enable a plan to start (e.g., patent had a 

glucose-tolerance test) and allow a transition from a possible plan to a ready plan;

•  suspend-conditions: which determine when a started plan has to be suspended (e.g., blood 

glucose  has  been  high  for  four  days);  these  are  informally  the  inverse  of  protection 

conditions in the planning literature, which have to hold during certain time periods. 

•  abort-conditions: which determine when a started, suspended, or restarted plan has to be 

aborted;

A state machine specifies criteria for transition between plan-instance states (see Fig.3). 

The plan body contains set of plans to be executed in a particular way. Asbru distinguish among 

four types of plans: in sequence, in parallel, in any-order, and unordered. The difference between 

any-order and unordered is that for any-order only one child plan may be active at a time while for 

unordered there is not any restriction. Moreover the plan body specifies which of the child plans 

have to be completed successfully, in order to terminate (complete) the parent plan successfully. 

Asbru distinguishes two dimensions for classification of sequential or (potentially) concurrent 

plans: the number of plans that should be completed to enable continuation and the order of plan 
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execution. Using the two dimensions, Asbru define the operators DO-ALL-TOGETHER, 

DOSOME-TOGETHER, DO-ALL-ANY-ORDER, DO-SOME-ANY-ORDER, DO-ALL-

SEQUENTIALLY.

2.3 GUIDE

GUIDE [Quaglini00] has been developed at Dipartimento di Informatica e Sistemistica, Università 

di Pavia

GUIDE  is  a  multi-level  architecture  designed  to  integrate  a  formalized  model  of  the  medical 

knowledge contained in clinical guidelines and protocols with both workflow management systems 

and Electronic Patient Record technologies. Within the GUIDE representation formalism a clinical 

guideline can be represented at two different levels:

•  Guideline Formalization level.

•  Workflow level.

In  the  Guideline  Formalization  level,  the  guidelines  are  formalized using high level  Petri  Nets 

(coloured Petri Nets, timed Petri Nets and hierarchy Petri Nets) which allow physicians to describe 

parallel and sequential processes, triggers, constraints and timing associated to processes execution. 
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The formal semantic underneath the language assures to have an unambiguous definition of the 

process. Moreover, basic concepts of workflow formalism such as “activities”, “resources”, “roles” 

etc. can be easily mapped into the Petri Nets formalism used by GUIDE allowing a clear mapping. 

The corresponding workflow is associated to each medical  procedure once a proper conceptual 

description of the clinical unit in terms of organization, resources, preferences and policies is given. 

A Low Level  Workflow Builder  details  each  procedure  according  to  the  specific  organization 

within  which  the  procedure  will  be  performed.  To this  aim the  workflow is  decomposed into 

elementary  process  steps,  called  activities.  Every  process  activity  requires  a  resource  with  a 

particular role description to perform it.

The dual representation of a guideline, as a Petri Net and as a workflow, is indicative of a different 

view of practice. From one side the rigorous formalism provided by Petri Nets can help physicians 

to optimize and test newly adopted (or created) guidelines using Petri Nets packages; from the other 

side, adopting a workflow for patient care can help implementing the guidelines integrating them 

into a well-established workflow management system (for example the WfMS Oracle Workflow) 

that help physicians to manage human and physical resources. Latest modification to the system 

helps physicians to manage exceptions from a defined guideline making the approach more flexible. 

The methodology proposed by GUIDE consists of three steps:

1. a  guideline  is  graphically  represented  through  an  authoring  tool,  and  computationally 

represented through a relational database. At this step, a guideline can be used as an educational 

tool. 

2. starting from this database, the guideline is translated in WPDL (Workflow Process Definition 

Language),  in  terms  of  tasks  and  transitions.  WPDL  is  a  standard  language  for  sharing 

workflow. 

3. WPDL code is used to build a Petri net that is processed by the IncomeTM package, allowing the 

workflow model to be tested and optimised. To this end, a model of the healthcare organisation 

is also used to represent knowledge about available resources.
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The workflow model is implemented using the commercial WfMS Oracle Workflow.

In the GUIDE approach the context of execution of a guideline is taken into account in the step 3 

where the organization model drives the implementation of a guideline into the specific hospital. 

The availability or unavailability of a resource in the system makes the transitions of the Petri Net, 

the actions of the workflow, able or unable to be fired.

2.4 GLARE

GLARE  (GuideLine  Acquisition,  Representation  and  Execution) [Terenziani01]  has  been 

developed  by  the  Dipartimento  di  Informatica,  Università  del  Piemonte  Orientale   “Amedeo 

Avogadro”, Alessandria, Italy, in co-operation with the Laboratorio di Informatica Clinica, Azienda 

Ospedaliera S. Giovanni Battista, in Turin. 

GLARE  is  a  domain-independent  system  for  acquiring,  representing  and  executing  clinical 

guidelines.  GLARE  is  based  on  the  assumption  that  knowledge  in  the  clinical  guidelines  is 

independent off its use (e.g., support, evaluation etc.), so that it is convenient (at least from the 

knowledge  engineering  point  of  view)  to  distinguish  between  the  problem  of  acquiring  and 

representing  clinical  guidelines  and  the  problem  of  “using”  them  (e.g.,  “executing”  acquired 

guidelines on specific patients).

The GLARE formalism provides  a  limited  set  of  clear  representation  primitives,  in  order  to  o 

guarantee usability of GLARE to user-physicians not expert in Computer Science. In particular the 

GLARE formalism focuses the attention on the concept  of action as basic  primitive notion for 

describing clinical guidelines. GLARE use the notion of  action in quite a broad sense in order to 

indicate the different activities which may characterize a diagnostic task, or the application of a 

given therapy, the finding/retrieving of values for a given set of findings, or other clinical activities. 

In such a broad sense, a guideline itself can be seen as a complex action, composed by a given 

number of elementary actions. 
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GLARE distinguishes between  atomic  and  composite actions. Atomic actions can be regarded as 

elementary steps in a guideline, in the sense that they do not need a further de-composition into sub-

actions to be executed. Composite actions are composed by other actions (atomic or composite). 

There are four different types if atomic actions:

•  work actions: are atomic actions which must be executed at a given point of the guideline; work 

action ca be further refined in clinical procedures and pharmacological prescriptions.  A clinical 

procedure can be described in terms of a set of attributes: 

• name: the name of clinical procedure;

• description: a textual description of the work action;

• cost: the monetary expenses of the work action; each work action  will typically have a 

price;

• time: minimum and maximum time required to perform the action;

• preconditions: the conditions which must hold for the action to be executable;

• resources: the set of resources which is needed in order to perform the action;

• goals: goals of work action, which can be specified as a text attribute;

• cycles: in the case where the action is repeated, these attributes express the modalities of

the repetition (see below for more detail);

Only the name of the action is compulsory, all the other parts of the description may be omitted. 

On the other hand, pharmacological prescriptions can be simply represented by giving the name 

and description of the drugs.

•  query  actions:  are  requests  of  information,  that  can  be  obtained  from  the  outside  world 

(physicians, Databases, knowledge bases), In GLARE approach there are three different types 

of  data  (and data  requests):  data  from patient  history,  from physical  examination  and from 

laboratory investigation; the request of data from history and from physical  examinations is 
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characterized by the time and the cost needed to obtain the data; In the particular case of the 

request of laboratory data two different times and costs can be specified, to account for urgency.

•  decisions:  are specific types  of actions embodying the criteria which can be used to select 

among alternative paths in a guideline. GLARE has modelled two different types of decisions: 

diagnostic  and therapeutic  decisions.  Diagnostic  decisions  are used in order  to  discriminate 

among different diagnoses, otherwise therapeutic decisions are used in order to discriminate 

among different therapy.  In particular, diagnostic decisions are represented as an open set of 

triples <diagnosis, parameter,  score> (where, in turn, a parameter is a triple <data, attribute, 

value>), plus a threshold to be compared with the different diagnosis’ scores. On the other hand, 

therapeutic decisions are based on a pre-defined set  of parameters:  effectiveness,  cost,  side-

effects, compliance, duration. Thus, a decision action can be represented by the above set of 

parameters, for each one of the alternatives.

•  conclusions: represent the explicit output of a decision process (for instance, assuming a given 

diagnostic hypothesis is a typical conclusion of a diagnostic decision action). Conclusions are 

characterized by a name plus an optional textual description.

Composite actions are defined in terms of their components, via the has-part relation (this supports 

for top-down refinement in the description of guidelines). 
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GLARE formalism defines a set of control relations, that establish which actions might be executed 

next and in what order. GLARE distinguishes among four different control relations:  

•  sequence:  a  sequence  relation  between two actions  A and  B means that  A  and B must  be 

executed in sequence, i.e. the execution of B can only begin after the end of the execution of A.

•  controlled: a controlled relation between two actions A and B is used to represent temporally 

constrained actions such as “A1 during A2” or “start A1 at least one hour after the beginning of 

A2” and so on. 

•  alternative: an alternative relation applies to a decision action D and to n actions A1, ..., An of 

any type (composed or atomic with n > 0) representing the fact that one of the n actions A1, ... , 

An is executing depending on the results of the execution of the decision action D.

•  repetition: a repetition relation allows the possibility of stating that one or more actions have to 

be executed more than once. GLARE formalism supports two different ways of specifying how 

a repetition has to be performed. One way is to state that the action has to be performed until a 

given exit condition becomes true. The other way is to specify duration (frame-time) for the 
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repetitions and the frequency of the repetitions in time. Moreover the set of pattern constraints, 

representing possibly imprecise repetition patterns (defined as a couple (min, max)).  Pattern 

constraints may be of type: 

 fromStart(min,  max),  representing  a  delay  between  the  start  of  the  frame-time  and  the 

beginning of the first repetition; 

 toEnd(min,  max),  representing a  (possibly imprecise)  delay between the end of  the  last 

repetition and the end of the frame-time; 

 inBetweenAll(min,  max) representing the (possibly imprecise)  delay between the end of 

each repetition and the start of the subsequent one; 

 inBetween((min1,  max1),  …,  minnRepetitionsi-1,  maxnRepetitionsi-1)  representing  the 

(possibly imprecise) delays between each repetition and the subsequent one. Note that any 

couple  (minj,  maxj)  may  be  missing,  to  indicate  that  we  do  not  impose  any  temporal 

constraint between the j-th repetition and the (j + 1)-th one.

The GLARE’s architecture is a three-layered one (see Fig. 4). The highest layer (system layer) is 

composed  by  the  two  main  modules:  the  acquisition  module  and  the  execution  module.  In 

particular,  the  acquisition  tool  manages  the  representation  of  clinical  guidelines,  which  are 

physically  stored  into  a  dedicated  database,  called  CG  DB.  Moreover,  it  interacts  with  four 

additional  databases:  the  Clinical  DB,  which  provides  a  “standard”  terminology  to  define  the 

actions in the guideline; the Pharmacological DB, containing a list of drugs; the ICD DB, providing 

an international coding of diseases, and the Resource DB, that gives information about the resources 

available at the specific hospital where the guideline is meant to be used. On the other hand, the 

execution tool executes a guideline (which has been previously acquired and stored in the CG DB) 

on a given patient, strictly interacting with the user-physician through its interface, and retrieving 

data from the Patient DB. Different guidelines can be executed on the same patient (and, obviously, 

on different patients). The tool stores the state of each execution into the Instance DB.
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The lowest layer of the architecture (DBMS layer) contains the DBMS that physically stores the 

different databases described above, while the intermediate layer (XML layer) consists of a set of 

XML documents (one for each database). XML acts as an interlingua between the system layer and 

the DBMS layer: the acquisition and execution modules actually interact only with the XML layer, 

through which they obtain the knowledge stored into the DMBS. The use of XML as an interlingua 

allows us to express the guidelines in a format with characteristics of legibility, and to publish them 

on  the  web,  rendering  easy  their  dissemination.  On the  other  hand,  the  DBMS layer  grants  a 

homogenous  management  of  the data,  by integrating  the guideline  representation  with the pre-

existent Hospital Information System in the same physical DBMS.

Observe that the main reason for building such three-layered architecture is that it makes the system 

independent of the commercial DBMS adopted at the particular hospital. In fact, the interaction 

between the DBMS and the XML layer is devoted to a single software module (a Java package). 

Changing the DBMS only requires to modify such module and these changes are quite limited and 

well-localised. Thus, GLARE’s three-layered architecture offers a useful support for adapting the 

tool to the software context.
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Fig 5: A window of GLARE’s acquisition tool graphical interface

The basic goal of the GLARE acquisition (see Fig. 4) module is to provide expert physicians with a 

user-friendly  tool  for  acquiring  clinical  guidelines.  In  order  to  achieve  this  goal  the  module 

provides:

• a  graphical  interface,  which  supports  primitives  for  drawing the  control  information  in  the 

guideline, and ad hoc windows to acquire the internal properties of the objects;

• facilities for browsing the guideline. These facilities are fundamental, especially in cases where 

the guideline is designed using different levels of abstraction;

• “intelligent” help and consistency checking. In particular, the graphic user interface must be 

very different from a standard “drawing” tool, since it must support the physicians who design 

the guideline. This support must include many forms of consistency checking: name and range 

checking,  the  check  of  several  logical  design  criteria  (i.e.  disallows  cycles,  checks  that  an 

alternative is preceded by a decision) and automatic consistency check of temporal constraints 

(via the proposal of advanced AI techniques [Anselma])

The GLARE execution module provides two modalities of execution of a clinical guideline (when 

we use the phrase “execution of a clinical guideline”, we want to say that the clinical guideline is 

applied to a specific patient). An on-line execution modality is implemented in the module in order 

to offer to user physicians a tool for execute clinical guidelines in real time (). For “real time” we 
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mean that if in the clinical guideline a given delay is set from the end of the execution of an action 

and the beginning of the execution of the following, such delay is respected by the tool that will 

reproduce the given delay. An on-line modality is needed in a situation where the execution tool is 

used in the clinical practice and clinical actions must be executed at a given time. In the case that 

the time delays are not pertinent to the run of the clinical  guideline (for educational  purposes, 

critique or for evaluation), an  off-line modality can be used where the physician can jump to the 

next action just with a click without considering the delays specified within the guideline.

In order to support both modalities, GLARE adopts the “agenda technique”. The agenda is a data 

structure containing the next actions to be executed for the given patient, with an indication of their 

earliest  and latest  allowed execution time (henceforth called EAT and LAT).  Whenever  a  new 

action A is scheduled for execution, its EAT and LAT are evaluated by the execution tool, on the 

basis of the current time and of the delays suggested in the guideline, and the triple < A; EAT(A); 

LAT(A)> is pushed onto the agenda. In the on-line modality, when the user chooses to execute an 

action A in the agenda, the EAT and LAT of A are compared with the current time (Now), and the 

execution is allowed if EAT ≤ Now ≤  LAT (otherwise, a warning is given to the user). In the off-

line execution, EAT and LAT are only shown as output (on demand), while they are not used to 

constrain the execution time of actions.

The execution of actions depends on their type. Work actions are simply pushed onto the agenda, 

until the user physician completes them and deletes them from the agenda itself. The execution of 

query actions consists in retrieving data (e.g., laboratory findings) from the Patient DB; if the data 

are not present, or are obsolete, the action is suspended until up-to-date information is acquired in 

the Patient DB. The execution of a conclusion action simply involves inserting the conclusion in the 

Patient  DB. In case of a diagnostic decision, the execution module automatically evaluates the 

scores for each alternative diagnosis, and compares them with the corresponding threshold.

All the alternative diagnoses are then shown to the user-physician, together with their scores and the 

threshold, and the execution tool lets the user choose among them. The execution of a therapeutic 
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decision consists in presenting effectiveness, cost, side-effects, compliance, and duration of each 

alternative  to  the  user-physician,  and  let  her/him  choose  one  of  the  alternatives.  As  regards 

composite actions, sequences are executed pushing the component actions onto the agenda in the 

given order (EATs and LATs are evaluated according with the delays in the guideline). Any-order 

action is pushed onto the agenda together, so that it is up to the user to choose in which order the 

actions are performed. The execution of a set of alternative actions is recursive: if the selected 

alternative  fails,  the  choice  is  proposed  again,  and  the  procedure  ends  only  when  a  selected 

alternative succeeds, or all selected alternatives have failed. Also the execution of repeated actions 

consists in putting the next action to be executed onto the agenda. However, the evaluation of the 

EAT  and  LAT  for  repeated  actions  is  more  complex,  since  it  involves  taking  into  account 

frequencies, periodicities, exit conditions, and duration of repetitions.

During the execution process, typically when a therapeutic decision has to be taken, the physician 

can suspend the execution and take advantage of the hypothetical reasoning support [Terenziani02]. 

The tool is typically resorted to in order to make a simulation of the consequences of a therapeutic 

alternative,  by  evaluating  the  patient's  evolution  along  the  different  paths  stemming  from  the 

decision at hand, typically until the end of the guideline is reached. The possibility of collecting this 

global information is crucial to allow the physician making a well informed choice.

The GLARE system provides a “backtracking” facility.  This “backtracking” facility can be used 

when there  is  a  failure  during  the  execution  (i.e.  an  action  fails  or  the  physician  decides  that 

alternative following a decision are satisfactory for the patient on which the clinical guidelines is 

instantiated). In this case these cases, the physician can decide to come back in the clinical guideline 

and  re-execute  it.  Observe  that  in  this  domain,  “backtracking”  facility  is  not  a  classical 

backtracking, because the state of patient is not reassigned to old values. As a matter of fact, if one 

or more actions (e.g. an infusion) are done, the effects of these actions can not be removed from the 

patient. Moreover, the GLARE system do not provide all executed actions as backtracking point, 
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but only the set of decision action, that are been executed. As a matter of fact, only decision actions 

can be seen as critical point, since alternative paths start from them.

2.4.1 The “what-if” Facility 

In the GLARE system we have defined a decision support facility to assist physicians in choosing 

among different  therapeutic  or diagnostic alternatives [Terenziani02].  Relying on this tool,  it  is 

possible to compare different path in the clinical guideline, by simulating what could happen if one 

choice is made. As a matter of fact GLARE’s “what-if” facility is the implementation of a form of 

hypothetical reasoning.

In particular, the “what-if” facility gathers the “costs” of the paths, in term of monetary expense, 

time and resource required. In this way a decision can be taken on the basis of “global information” 

and  not  only  on  the  basis  of  “local  information”  (i.e.  by  considering  just  the  decision  criteria 

associated with the specific decision at hand). Note that “what-if” facility can be used both in the 

on-line and in the off-line execution mode. Essentially, it provides an idea of what could happen in 

the rest of the guideline were the user to select a given alternative for the patient at hand, and 

supports for comparisons of the alternatives.

The first step of this facility consists in the possibility to select a sub-part of the guideline. The user-

physician must select the starting node, and then s/he can define a set of ending nodes (otherwise 

the facility considers all possible paths exiting the starting node until the end of the guideline are 

considered). In the selected sub-part, s/he can choose a subset of alternatives for each decision. 

Thus the physician makes a restriction on the basis of her/his knowledge. In this way, s/he prunes 

some paths that do not consider relevant a priori, and the reasoning facility ignores them.

At this point the physician must select relevant decision parameters (e.g. resource). The facility 

explores every alternative path and collects relevant parameters gather along each one of selected 

paths. It provides this information to physician so that she/he can make her/his choice.

2.4.2 The Temporal Facilities 
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In the GLARE system,  we have defined a set of temporal facilities in order to support physician 

both during the guideline acquisition and execution (for more detail see [Anselma]).

During the acquisition, the clinical guideline is represented in GLARE formalism considering also 

the temporal constraints. The GLARE system provides a consistency-checking-guideline facility. 

This facility can be used in order to check the temporal consistency of the guideline in a principled 

way.  It  can  be  advocated  at  any  stage  during  the  acquisition  of  a  clinical  guideline,  so  that 

incremental consistency checking is also possible. By default,  consistency checking can also be 

executed at the end of each acquisition working session.

During  the  execution,  a  given guideline  is  instanced to  a  specific  patient.   the  query facilities 

provide the user-physicians with a tool to obtain temporal information

 In order to allow physician to obtain temporal information, the GLARE system provides a set of 

temporal facilities:

• the  consistency-checking-instance  facility:  this  facility  can  be  used  in  order  to  check 

whether the temporal constraints in the guideline have been respected or not by the instances 

of actions that have been executed on the specific patients (considering also partial - i.e., 

ongoing executions).

• the query facilities. The set of the query facilities is:

 the next-action facility: for scheduling purposes, it is important to provide a facility 

to assess when the next actions have to be performed, given the constraints in the 

whole guideline and given the time when the last actions in the guideline have been 

executed.

 the yes/no query facility: given the set KB of temporal constraints in the guideline 

(and possibly the constraints KB0 on the instances of actions), one may ask whether 

a given set Q of temporal constraints is possible given KB (i.e., if it is consistent 

with KB)

 the extract facility: this facility outputs the temporal constraints between a given set 
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of actions.

 the hypothetical query facility.  In order to enhance the decision-making facilities, 

hypothetical temporal queries can be provided, to ask queries in the hypothesis that a 

new set  of  temporal  constraints  is  assumed (in addition to the constraints  in  the 

guideline and those about instances). 

• the temporal-simulation facility: still considering decision making, temporal reasoning can 

be  profitably  coupled  with  the  ‘‘what-if’’  facility  to  see  the  temporal  consequences  of 

choosing  among  different  alternative  paths  in  a  guideline,  allowing  physicians  to 

discriminate among different alternatives of a decision by simulating the consequences of 

each choice.
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3 Decision Making Support 

In this chapter we describe our approach for decision making support based on decision theory. 

First at all, we describe the importance that the clinical guidelines system provides decision making 

support  facilities.  Then,  after  having introduced the background notions,  we make a systematic 

analysis of main clinical guidelines representation primitives, then we describe how they can be 

related to decision theory concepts, in particular we describe how they can be mapped in Markov 

Decision Process. Thus we describe how algorithms for evaluating utility and for evaluating the 

optimal policy can be exploited in clinical guidelines context. Finally, as case study, we present the 

implementation of such approach in the GLARE system and present some experimental results.

Our work about this topic provides significant advantages to the state of art of decision making 

support in clinical guidelines since it  is the first one typing to exploit decision theory facilities 

within the  guideline context.  We have already published our work at  European Conference on 

Artificial  Intelligence  in  Medicine  (AIME)  2005  [Montani05]  and  at  Congresso  Nazionale 

dell'Associazione Italiana per l'Intelligenza Artificiale (AI*IA) 2005 [Terenziani05]

3.1 Introduction

Decision making is a central issue in clinical practice. Clinical protocols [Purves95] specify only 

what is the admissible procedure in a given situation, instead clinical guidelines are used in domains 

in which different choices are actually possible (see Example 1). Thus supporting decision is a 

fundamental task for a system for computerized management of clinical guideline.

In particular, supporting therapy selection is a critical objective to be achieved, since, in clinical 

guidelines, it is frequent that it is not possible define if an alternative is really “better” than other, 
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from a strictly  clinical  viewpoint.  As a  matter  of  fact,  during the implementation  of  guideline, 

physicians can be faced with a choice among different therapeutic alternatives, and identifying the 

most  suitable  one  is  often  not  straightforward.  A  guideline  can  be  contextualized  and  some 

alternatives can be pruned on the basis of site-related contextual information (e.g. the unavailability 

of  certain  resources  in  a  given  hospital  [Terenziani04a])  and/or  patient-related  contextual 

information (e.g. allergy to a certain medicine).  The process of contextualization does not prune all 

alternatives and sometimes it is not possible say that one of these alternatives is really “better” than 

the other ones (from a strictly clinical viewpoint).

In  clinical  practice,  various  selection  parameters  (e.g.  the  costs,  effectiveness  of  the  different 

procedures) can be available to physicians when executing a guideline. This information is often 

only qualitative in nature, and “local” to the decision at hand. 

Example 1

Patients affected by mild persistent asthma (see upper branch in the Fig. 1) may be treated by four 

different therapies (as indicated by the four edges exiting the T1 node): inhaled beta-2-agonists (A), 

oral  beta-2-agonists  (OA),  inhaled  anticholinergics  (IA)  or  theophylline  (T).  Each  therapy 

implementation consists of a daily dose. We can represent this requirement as a cycle of a one-day 

periodicity, containing a single action, (i.e. providing the drug). For the sake of clarity, in Fig. 1 

only the first path has been completed; as regards the other three, the cycles have been summarized 

as composite actions.

Basically,  the four  drugs  for mild  asthma are clinically  equivalent;  therefore,  indications about 

implications of each alternative could be useful in deciding. If the therapy does not work, the patient 

could worsen to moderate asthma. In this case, an immediate subministration of bronchodilators 

could  be  needed  (E),  and  then  another  therapeutic  decision  has  to  be  taken  (T2),  in  order  to 

implement  a  more effective treatment.  It  is  possible  to select  between inhaled steroids  (S) and 

inhaled steroids plus bronchodilators (SB). The second alternative requires to take two different 
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drugs (indicated as S for steroids and B for bronchodilators), thus the cycle contains two actions in 

sequence.

These  drugs  have  to be  provided daily  and periodically  (e.g.  weekly),  the  patient's  state  is  re-

assessed, and the therapeutic decision has to be repeated in a loop, until this guideline becomes not 

applicable for the patient at hand (because asthma is now severe, and a different guideline has to be 

referred to, or because asthma improves).

Table 1 shows local information related to the treatment choice for the mild persistent asthma (T1) 

and report the qualitative values for effectiveness, cost, duration, compliance and side effects of the 

possible alternatives
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Therapy Effecti

veness

Cost Compliance Side effect Duration

inhaled  beta-2-agonists 

(A)

+++ + +++ + +

oral beta-2-agonists (OA) ++ +++ ++ + +
inhaled  anticholinergics 

(IA) 

++ + +++ ++ +

theophylline (TH) ++ ++ ++ ++ +

Table 1: local information related to the treatment choice for the mild persistent asthma (T1)  

A  clinical  guideline  represents  a  dynamic  decision  problem,  in  which  temporally  consequent 

decision are taken on the same patient and this information does not consider the consequences of 

the choice, in terms of future actions and future decisions, which will be executed along the selected 

alternative. Thus, a decision is taken on the basis of local information  (i.e. by considering just the 

decision criteria associated with the specific decision at hand) and for example, the physician could 

select a therapy that can not fully be implemented in her/his hospital, in the case that the guideline 

is not been previously contextualized, or could select among a set of alternative therapies in which 

there is not possible define if an alternative is really “better” than other, from a strictly clinical 

viewpoint. Thus the possibility of obtaining a complete scenario of the decision consequences (i.e. 

collecting the global information), considering the probability of the different therapy outcomes, the 

therapy utilities, and the money, time and resources spent, is crucial to allow physicians making a 

well informed choice. 

Decision theory seems a natural candidate as a methodology for covering this task. 

3.2 Background
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3.2.1 Decision Theory

Decision theory [North68] is theory about decisions. It is concerned with how real or ideal decision-

makers make or should make decisions, and how optimal decisions can be reached. In decision 

theory there are two broad areas: normative and descriptive. A normative decision theory is a theory 

about how decisions should be made, and a descriptive theory is a theory about how decisions are 

actually made. 

The practical application of the prescriptive approach (how people should make decisions) is called 

decision analysis,  and aimed at finding tools,  methodologies  and software to help people make 

better decisions. The most systematic and comprehensive software tools developed in this way are 

called decision support system. 

The  descriptive  decision  theory  attempts  to  describe  what  people  will  actually  do.  Since  it  is 

obvious that  people do not typically behave in optimal ways,  and since the normative decision 

theory often  creates  hypotheses  for  testing  against  actual  behaviour,  the  two fields  are  closely 

linked.

In decision theory,  some kinds of decisions have attracted particular  attention include are been 

studied:

• riskless  choice  between  incommensurable  commodities  (commodities  that  cannot  be 

measured in the same units)

• choice under uncertainty

• intertemporal choice - study of the relative value people assign to two or more payoffs at 

different points in time

• social decisions: group and organization decision-making

In order to achieve the optimal solution several mathematical model are developed and studied. In 

the next section we describe one of these models, Markov Decision Processes that we used in our 

approach.
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3.2.2 Markov Decision Process

Markov Decision Processes [Howard60] provide a mathematical framework for modeling decision-

making in situations where outcomes are partly random and partly under the control of the decision 

maker. Markov Decision Processes are useful for studying a wide range of optimization problems. 

A Markov Decision Process is a defined by: 

• a state space;

• an action space, where action can determine a state transition;

• a transition probability function that given any state and action define the probability of each 

possible next state,

• the set of the utility associated to the state.

Time is discretized and at each time point the state of system is described by one state belonging to 

the state space. Moreover a cost can be associated at every action.

The solution to a Markov Decision Process is a function, called a policy, which specifies which 

action to take in each state,  so as to maximize some function of the sequence of utility.  Many 

classical  algorithms have been defined for evaluating the optimal policy on the Markov model 

[Bellman57], [Bertsekas87], [Russel&Norvig03], [Tijms86]. 

In particular, there are two situations: a finite time horizon and an infinite time horizon.

A finite time horizon situation correspond a context in which lifetime is finite (e.g. the maximum 

duration of a clinical guideline is defined); it means that the number of state is defined. In this case, 

it is possible to apply the dynamic programming algorithm [Bellman57], [Bertsekas87]:
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where R is the reward function that express the utility of reaching the state s,    is the probability 

of reaching state j if action a is taken in state i, and  returns the value of  a whit the 

highest  value  of  f(a)  and  P is  the  optimal  policy.  The  complexity  of  dynamic  programming 

algorithm is defined as O( n |A| |S|) (where |A| is the number of possible action in a state, |S| is the 

number of possible state and n is number of step). 

Otherwise there are situation in which in which lifetime is not finite (e.g. in some medical field, it is 

normal that some work actions are repeated until one or more conditions are satisfied). In these 

contexts,  algorithms  for  an  infinite  time  horizon,  such  as  value  iteration  and  policy  iteration, 

together with their variants [Russel&Norvig03], [Tijms86], can be relied upon.

In particular we chose to use value iteration algorithm:

The idea of value iteration is approximating the utilities of states to any degree of accuracy using an 

iterative  procedure.  The  value  iteration  evaluates  a  utility  function.  It  is  trivial  to  calculate  a 

corresponding policy, given a utility function. It is proved that value iteration converges to a stable 

values and the policy evaluated is optimal [Bellman62].
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3.3 Mapping Clinical Guidelines to a Markov Model 

We aim to map clinical guidelines as a Markov model. Since in the next sections we describe the 

implementation of our approach in the GLARE system, we want to point out that our approach is 

general and defined on the basis of a specific guideline manager system. The first step is analyzing 

the constructs of formalism of the clinical guidelines and defining a mapping between them and the 

main concept of the Markov model. 

First at all, we analyze the representation of clinical guidelines. In the literature, every computer 

system provides for defining clinical guidelines its own formalism and its own set of representation 

primitives. These representation primitives may differ for several details, but if we analyze them at 

a sufficient abstract level, we can see that they mostly share similar assumptions and that there are 

identified a few skeletal concepts.

A clinical guideline can be seen as a graph, where nodes are the actions, and arcs are the control 

relations linking them. It is possible to distinguish between atomic and composite actions, where 

atomic actions represent elementary steps in a guideline, and composite actions represent actions 

which can be defined in terms of their components via the has-part relation.

Three different types of atomic actions can then be distinguished: 

• work actions (i.e. actions that describe a procedure which must be executed);

• query actions, (i.e. requests of information) Note that the guideline execution is can not go 

on until this information has been obtained;

• decision actions, used to model the selection among different alternatives. Decision can be 

also subdivided into two types: diagnostic decisions, used to make explicit the identification 

of the disease, which the patient is suffering from; therapeutic decisions, used to represent 

the choice of a particular therapeutic process. 
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Control relations establish which actions can be executed next and in what order. In particular we 

can identify:

• the alternative relation, that describes which alternative paths stem from a decision action;

• the repetition relation, that defines when an action has to be repeated several times;

• sequence relation, that define the next action:

• the  parallel  relation,  that  define  when two or  more  actions  (i.e.  both  work  actions  and 

composite action) must be executed at the same time respecting a set of defined temporal 

constraints.

In a guideline, there is an important  assumption:  a decision action must immediately follow an 

explicit or implicit query action, that is adopted to collect all the needed patient's parameters for the 

decision itself. We want to point out that this assumption is true in every guideline approach that we 

have considered.  Thus a decision is based on a data collection, that must be completed at decision 

time, and does not depend on the previous history of the patient. As a matter of fact, the patient data 

must be collected in an explict query action before the decision action (the data can be collected in 

any previous point of the clinical guideline) or in an implicit way (the query action is not represent 

in the clinical guideline explicitily). In our approach we consider that all data required by a decision 

action must be present at the decision time, unlike GLIF an EON approach which allow that some 

values  are  missing.   Thus,  when  a  decision  action  is  executed,  the  patient's  parameters  are 

reassessed by the query action. This consideration is very important, because it allow us to say that 

clinical  guidelines  satisfied  the  Markov assumption:  the  current  state  depends on  only  a  finite 

history of previous states. In particular, we can say that the clinical guideline describes a discrete-

time  first-order  Markov  model,  since  each  time  a  query  action  is  implemented,  the  patient's 

situation is completely re-assessed. Thus it justifies the mapping of guideline primitives to the field 

of decision theory, and in particular we can represent a clinical guideline as a Markov Decision 

Process,  which  has  been recognized as  a  basic  representation framework for  dynamic  decision 

making  under  uncertainty.  Moreover,  in  the  clinical  guideline  context,  the  decision  process  is 
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completely observable, since a decision can be taken only if all the required parameters have been 

collected (if  there are missing data,  the query action waits  for them and the decision action is 

delayed).

Observe that we have use the term decision action, since in guideline domain there are two kinds of 

decision actions: diagnostic and therapeutic decision. Nevertheless we cannot consider them in the 

same  way,  since  diagnostic  decisions  only  allow  to  classify  the  disease  which  the  patient  is 

suffering  from.  Instead,  the  therapeutic  decisions  are  the  critical  issue  and  they  are  the  most 

interesting for whose regards the decision theory  point of view.

3.4 Concept Mapping

In  the previous section we have shown that  a clinical  guideline can be represent  to  a  Markov 

Decision Process. Thus, in order to define a mapping between decision theory concepts and the 

corresponding  concepts  in  the  clinical  guideline  domain,  we  can  define  how it  is  possible  to 

interpret the basic concept of Markov Decision Process: the concept of state, of state transition, the 

actions able to produce a transition referring to the guideline representation primitives (see above), 

the concept of utility.

In our case, the description of the world corresponds to the patient's health status. Thus we define 

the  state as the set of patient's parameters that are useful to represents the patient's health status. 

These parameters are measured for taking decisions and for assessing therapy outcomes.  Thus we 

can say that each parameter, obtained through a query action, is a state variable. The query action 

has the means of observing the patient's state at a given time. 

Note that the state represents the patient's health status and thus the set of state variables should be 

constituted by all parameters, that are useful to describe the patient's health status, but a clinical 

guideline describes the clinical procedures for a certain situation. Specific guidelines will require 

only a subset of all parameters that describe the patient's health status (e.g. asthma therapy doe's not 
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required information about diet habits). This subset of parameters can be automatically extracted 

from a clinic guideline and it is provided by the union of all needed parameters for the query actions 

in the guidelines. This consideration allows us to reduce the dimension of state (i.e. the number of 

state variables), since we can define it depending on the considered clinical guideline.

If  the  state  corresponds  to  the  patient's  state,  it  is  straightforward  that  state  transitions  must 

correspond to the changes in the patient's state. In particular, a state transition means that the state 

variables are changed. Initially, we suppose that the change of state variable is due to the effect of 

actions, that are executed in the guideline; then we refine our analysis and show how this hypotesis 

is taken into account. 

We have above identified three types of representation primitives in clinical guideline domain. On 

the basis of previous analysis, we can say that only work actions can modify the patient's state. This 

consideration is justified, because query actions and decision actions does not modify the patient's 

state. As a matter of fact, query actions only observe the patient's state or a part of the patient's state 

(i.e.  it  make a photograph),  and decision actions are used to make explicit  which path will  be 

followed,  in  a  range  of  alternatives.  Work actions  are  the  unique  representation  primitive  that 

represents operative steps in the guideline, and the only one that can potentially have an effect on 

the patient's state variables. Note that, in clinical domain, the execution of an action does not always 

produce an effect on patient's state. 

Thus,  it  seems  correct  to  consider  work  actions  as  the  means  to  produce  state  transitions. 

Nevertheless, a problem arises: consider the first path exiting decision T1 in Fig.1 (section 3.1). It is 

possible that action A (that is a cyclic action) can be correspond to a sequence of subministrations 

(i.e. a serie of work actions from A1 to An). A1 can produce a change in the patient's state, but this 

change is not observable, since there is no query action just after A1. The same applies to A2, ... An. 

A query action (i.e. Q2) is found before the diagnostic decision D1. Q2 can observe the effect of 

that  the  series  of  A2,  ...  An has  produced  on  the  patient's  state.  We could  thus  say  that  state 

transitions can be observed each time a query action is found in the clinical guideline.
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On the other hand, we have previously point out that our goal is  supporting therapeutic decisions 

and thus even if the state at the time of Q2  is observable, it is not needed for decision support 

purposes. As a matter of fact, the transition from state Q1 to state Q2 can be modelled, but it is 

useless: our Markov Decision Process can be simplified just representing the transition form state 

Q1 to state Q3. Therefore, we can refine our first hypothesis,  and model the clinical guidelines 

process  as  a  discrete-time  one,  where  time  discretization  is  performed  by  the  query  actions 

preceding therapeutic decisions (e.g. Q1 and Q3 in Fig.1 ). 

Considering the work actions, which are present in the clinical  guidelines,  as the only possible 

responsible for changes in the patient's parameters is a simplification, since patient's health status 

parameters can change due to exogenous reasons (i.e. “not due to any action described in the GL''). 

For example patient's health status and some state variables of its can change because the patient 

becomes older, or because she/he catched another disease. As a matter of fact, clinical guideline is 

not a whole model of the patient's behaviour. 

To  build  a  whole  model  of  patient's   behaviour,  all  these  possibilities  should  be  represented 

explicitly. Only in this way is it possible to identify the complete set of state transitions, but this 

kind  of  information  is  normally  not  explicitly  available  in  clinical  practice.  However,  in  our 

approach  we  can  also  associate  to  each  therapy  (i.e.  a  set  of  work  actions)  a  probability  of 

producing a certain effect on a patient state. Note that this probability is a number provided by the 

medical literature. This number is not defined by physicians in an abstract way, but it is calculated 

on the basis of statistics on real cases and real cases cannot separate the effect of a therapy from the 

exogenous effect. Thus, using these probabilities in our Markov Decision Process to define the state 

transition, we are implicitly considering also the exogenous effects. Under this assumption, we can 

say that their explicit representations not useful for supporting therapeutic decision. 

As an example, Fig. 2 displays the state transitions of the Example 1, in the hypothesis the state at 

time t is mild asthma and the first therapy are implemented. 
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Observe  that  in  our  approach  there  is  not  a  quantitative  mapping  between  the  times  of  state 

assessments and the chronological dates in which the actions are executed. As a matter of fact, in 

our approach the  temporal granularity is defined by the presence of therapeutic decision. Thus, 

temporal distance between the state at time t (time of the first therapeutic decision) and the state at 

time t+1 (time of the following one) is due to all the work actions between the two time instants. 

Thus the temporal distance between t and t+1 is determinate by the duration of all this work action. 

This temporal distance is be very dishomogeneous from case to case since set of work actions that 

active the same state transition cab have different durations (e.g. a set of work actions can take days 

as well as months) and the same set of work action can have different duration (e.g. during the 

execution a delay ca be introduced some resources are not immediately available).
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Fig 2: The Markov model for the Example 1. The figure shows the possible state transitions when the state at time t is

 mild asthma, and the first therapy is implemented.



The utility of reaching a state can be evaluated in terms of life expectancy, corrected by Quality 

Adjusted Life Year (QALYs) [Gold96]. In this way, we can define a quantitative valuation of state 

and make not only a qualitative a comparison between two or more states.  Thus as we can obtain 

the probability of state transitions by the medical literature, we can also derive the utility of a state 

from it. Even if there are several medical fields in which the medical literature does not provide 

these  numbers  (i.e.  probability  of  state  transition  and/or  utility),  it  is  reasonable  to  expect  this 

information to be available in the near future, since there is an increasing exploitation of Hospital 

Information Systems and of computerized guideline management tools. The use of computerized 

system will allow to collect of large amounts of clinical practice data, on which it will be easy to 

draw statistics, at least at the local level. Observe that drawing local statistics it is not a limitation 

for supporting therapeutic decision, since a guideline always needs to be contextualized with the 

site-related contextual information the features of the hospital in which it has to be implemented, 

before its exploitation begins [Terenziani04a]. Thus, having a local statistics is not a limitation, 

when we work on a clinical guideline that has been contextualized for a specific hospital.  

The  cost of reaching a state can be defined in term of money expense, since each work action 

typically has a cost. It is also possible interpreted the cost in the term of time and resources that a 

work action requires to be executed. Observe that independently of the interpretation of cost, cost is 

not a property of a state, but depend on the work actions executed along the selected path. Thus, it is 

normal that, during an execution, at the same state can be associated different costs, since it  is 

possible that one or more therapy allows to obtain this state. Note in our model cost is also not a 

property of state transition, since a state transition represents a certain modification of state and do 

not univocally correspond to a set of work actions. In general one or more therapy can determinate 

the same modification of patient's health status and thus they activate the same state transition.

3.5 Using Decision Theory Algorithms
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In the previous sections we have shown the correspondence between clinical guidelines and Markov 

Decision Process concepts. In this section we show how decision theory classical algorithms can be 

used in the clinical guideline context in order to support decision making.

The typical goal of a decision theory tool is find the optimal policy. In clinical guideline domain the 

concept  of  optimal  policy  can  be  defines  as  a  sequence  of  actions  (i.e.  a  path  in  the  clinical 

guideline) that must be executed to maximize the life expectancy and life quality of patient. 

In order to support physicians in the therapy selection, we consider relevant:

• the identification of the optimal policy

• the calculation of the expected utility along a path.

Observe that sometimes it is not useful that the physicians know the optimal policy, since one or 

more alternative paths can have a comparable utility, but they can differ from the others on the basis 

of other quantitative or qualitative parameters (e.g. duration, cost, side effects). Thus the calculation 

of expected utility along all paths can give adjunctive information (see the next section for more 

details).

Before starting to analyzing algorithms for evaluation the optimal policy, we think that it is useful 

to make a consideration. In general physicians do not want an optimal policy referring to the whole 

guideline,  but they concentrate  their attention on non-trivial  decisions,  where it  is non possible 

define if an alternative path is “better” than the others. Observe that the identification depends also 

on  the  patient  on  which  the  clinical  guideline  is  instantiated.  Thus  it  is  useful  to  provide  the 

possibility of selecting a sub-part of the clinical guideline. In this way, it is possible to define the 

path on which the decision theory support  is  required and to skip the others and to reduce the 

dimension of the Markov model corresponding to the guidelines. Thus, we allow to select a sub-part 

of the clinical guidelines, before evaluating optimal policy.

We have seen that there are two main classes of algorithms that are applicable on the basis of the 

kind of time horizon (i.e. finite time horizon and infinite time horizon). In the context of clinical 

guideline,  there  is  not  an  infinite  time  horizon  (i.e.  the  lifetime  is  limited),  but  there  are  also 
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situations in which the time horizon is finite, but it is not possible to know a priori the number of 

states. As a matter of fact, in some medical field, it is normal that some work actions are repeated 

until  one or more conditions are satisfied and thus the number of repetition can not be know a 

priori. In order to deal with this problem, we chose to  rely on algorithms for calculating the optimal 

policy based on infinite time horizon, Observe that in our approach “infinite” have not the meaning 

of “forever”, but of “not know a priori”.

Therefore, we can apply the dynamic programming algorithm [Bellman57], [Bertsekas87], when a 

clinical guideline define a context in which the there is a finite time horizon, and in the case of 

repeated actions the number of repetitions is known a priori. Otherwise, we apply we decide to rely 

on the Markov model  the algorithm on an infinite  time horizon and in particular on the value 

iteration algorithm shown in Section 3.2.2.

3.6 Towards an Implementation in GLARE System

We  have  described  a  general  approach  that  can  is  applicable  to  the  most  guideline  systems 

described in literature. As proof of this approach, we have implemented a decision theory tool in the 

GLARE system, as an extension of the facility described in [Terenziani02]. First at all, we describe 

the decision theory facility and provide some experimental results.

As  pointed out  above,  the  decision support  tool  extends  the  “what  if”  facility.  In  particular,  it 

inherits the mechanisms for selecting a sub-part of a clinical guideline, but before mapping the 

clinical guideline in a Markov model it manages the situation in which two or more composite 

actions contain a non-trivial decision and must be executed in parallel along a selected path. In this 

situation, the order of execution of various actions is not univocally provided. In our approach, we 

have decided to evaluate one possible order of execution compatible with the available temporal 

constraints [Vila94] and rely on it.
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At this point the decision theory tool builds the corresponding Markov model, using the following 

algorithms:

It applied the classical algorithms (see Section 3.2.2) for evaluating the optimal policy. Note that the 

system can  automatically  identify  if  the  selected  sub-part  of  the  clinical  guidelines  describe  a 

situation  in  which  is  useful  to  rely  on  finite  time  horizon  algorithms  or  infinite  time  horizon 

algorithms. Identifying a context means to know whether in the clinical guidelines there are at least 

one cyclic action, in which is not defined temporal information, but only exit condition (i.e. they 

can potentiality have infinite iteration). 

Moreover in GLARE we make a simplification in the case that the required output is the utility of 

one of more alternative paths and not the optimal policy. In this case following a path correspond to 

have a fixed specific policy, that means that we assume to know what is the decision taken at any 

decision node. If  the context  describes a finite time horizon situation,  we can rely on dynamic 

programming algorithms, avoiding to maximize the expected value. On the other hand, when there 

is an infinite time horizon situation, we can ask to physician the minimum and maximum number of 

repetition that the action must be repeated, given the patient's specific characteristics. Note that this 

information is not required for all repeated action in the guidelines, but only for the ones in which 

the number of iterations are determined by satisfability of a set of exit conditions. On the basis of 

this information, we can generate the paths which corresponding to these situations, that physician 
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have described. In this way we have reduced the infinite time horizon situation to a finite time 

horizon situation and we can use  dynamic  programming algorithm.  Thus the algorithm can be 

simplified by avoiding maximization wrt the different actions, since the policy is fixed. Observe 

that under this simplification, it is not possible evaluate the cost, since they are additive.

We show an application of the GLARE decision theory tool  of a clinical  guideline for asthma 

treatment. 

Referring to Example 1, the utility of the mild persistent asthma state is 86, the utility of moderate 

asthma is 82 and the utility of severe asthma is 78 [Moy01]

Table 2 lists the probability of transaction that were provided by medical expert. 

Therapy From To Probabilit

y
Inhaled beta-2-agonists (A) Mild asthma Mild asthma 0,9
inhaled beta-2-agonists (A) Mild asthma Moderate asthma    0,1
oral beta-2-agonists (OA) Mild asthma Mild asthma 0,85
oral beta-2-agonists (OA) Mild asthma Moderate asthma 0,15
inhaled anticholinergics (IA) Mild asthma Mild asthma 0,6
inhaled anticholinergics (IA) Mild asthma Moderate asthma 0,4
theophylline (TH) Mild asthma Mild asthma 0,5
theophylline (TH) Mild asthma Moderate asthma 0,5
inhaled steroids (S) Moderate asthma Moderate asthma 0,85
inhaled steroids (S) Moderate asthma Severe asthma (out of GL) 0,15
inhaled steroids plus

 bronchodilators (SB)

Moderate asthma Moderate asthma    0,95

inhaled steroids plus

 bronchodilators (SB)

Moderate asthma Severe asthma  (out of GL) 0,5

Table 2: Probability of transaction that were provided by medical expert

Since in the guideline of Example 1 there are two cycles, which can be repeated a number of times 

not known a priori, the system identify a situation in which it must use an infinite time horizon 

algorithm.  In  GLARE the  optimal  policy is  evaluated  using  the  value  iteration  algorithm.  The 

system identifies as inhaled beta-2-agonists (A) as optimal therapy in the case of mild asthma and 
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inhaled  steroids  plus  bronchodilators  (SB) as  optimal  therapy in  the  case  of  moderate  asthma. 

Moreover we have calculated the utility of all possible paths, using the (simplified) value iteration 

algorithm. The results are shown in Table 3.

Policy Utility Mild Asthma Utility Moderate Asthma 
A-S 0,57590 0,24231
A-SB 1 0,66641
OA-S 0,46470 0,24231
OA-SB 0,88790 0,66640
IA-S 0,32570 0,24230
IA-SB 0,74979 0,66639
TH-S 0,30902 0,24230
TH-SB 0,73311 0,66639

Table 3: Utility of the asthma guidelines states having a fixed policy. Probability of transaction that 

were provided by medical expert. Numbers have been normalized wrt the maximum value
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4 Model Checking for Clinical Guidelines

In  this  chapter,  we describe the approach we have designed in order  to  apply model  checking 

techniques in the clinical guideline domain. First at all, we motivate the use of model checking in 

order to improve quality of clinical guideline and give a general description of our approach. Then, 

after having introduced some background notions, we show how a clinical guideline can be mapped 

into a formalism adapt to use model checking techniques and we identify the types of properties that 

are  useful  to  verify  about  a  clinical  guideline.  As  case  of  study,  we  present  how our  general 

approach can be apply to the GLARE system, and we show some experimental results, considering 

the medical guideline for ischemic stroke (developed in collaboration with Azienda Ospedaliera San 

Giovanni Battista in Turin and already successfully tested in GLARE).

Our work about this topic is accepted and published in Workshop on AI techniques in healthcare: 

evidence-based guidelines and protocols,  ECAI 2006 [Terenziani06a]  and in American Medical 

Informatics Association Annual Symposium (AMIA) 2006 Annual Symposium [Giordano06]

4.1 Introduction

The problem of improving the quality of clinical guideline is becoming a prominent one.  Many 

clinical guidelines and protocols still contain ambiguous, incomplete or even inconsistent elements 

(for example if a recovery treatment has been excluded at some point of the guideline, later on the 

guideline does not prescribe a continuation of the recovery treatment). The capabilities verification 

available in the guideline systems in the literature is usually rather limited. In many cases, such 

systems  do  associate  only  very  specific  and  limited  inferential  mechanisms  to  the  knowledge 

represented  in  the  guideline,  and  execute  the  verification  task  using  ad  hoc  algorithms.  Only 
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recently  a  model  checking  approach  based  on  Asbru  semantic  is  proposed  [Marcos03],  [ten 

Teije06], [Bäumler06].

We aim at defining a general mechanism to evaluate the quality of clinical guideline. Thus we have 

decided to use model checking techniques [Clarke00], that are general techniques usually adopted 

to verify the correctness of system either hardware or software (for more detail see section 4.2.1). 

To achieve such goal, it is necessary to define how the behaviour of a clinical guideline can be 

mapped into a formalism accepted by the model checker. In particular, we have decided to use the 

SPIN model checker, in which the specification of the system is defined as a set of agents and the 

correctness claims as LTL formulas (for more details see section 4.2.2 and section 4.2.3).  Thus we 

have  defined  a  comprehensive  framework  in  which  a  computer-based  approach  to  clinical 

guidelines is developed using an agent-based technology, and model checking techniques are used 

to prove properties about the guidelines and their applications on specific patients. 

As a matter of fact, in the last decade agent technology has been rapidly developing to answer the 

needs for new conceptual tools for modelling and developing complex software systems and it has 

given rise to a large amount of literature [Wooldridge02a]. The agent-based approach has proved to 

provide crucial advantages, through the possibility of modelling complex systems and behaviors by 

modularly  representing  their  components  and  the  interactions  between  them  [Wooldridge02a], 

Moreover the model-checking approach has gained an important role in the AI community and it is 

widely used in the context of agent verification [Wooldridge02b] (for their simplicity and efficiency 

with  respect  to  the  more  complex  theorem  proving  approach)  as  well  as  of  planning 

[Giunchiglia99]. 

Thus to apply model checking to clinical guidelines, we have first to study how a clinical guideline 

can be modelled using agent-technology. The guidelines, as well as the different agents interacting 

with them, are modelled as communicating processes (agents). As a side product, our approach also 

provides  a  clear  declarative  semantics  to  guidelines.  Then  we  have  investigated  how  model 

checking  techniques  can  be  adopted  in  the  verification  of  clinical  guideline.  Finally  we  have 
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implemented this methodology on the basis of the GLARE (note that the methodology we propose 

is application-independent)  system and we have made an activity of verification of the medical 

guideline for ischemic stroke with the model checker SPIN [Holzmann97], [Holzmann03].

4.2 Background

4.2.1 Model checking
The term "model checking" has been coined by Clarke and Emerson [Clarke81]. The idea of model 

checking is to use algorithms to verify the correctness of systems (see Fig.1). 

The user inputs a description of a model of the real system (the possible behavior) and a description 

of  the  requirements  specification  (the  desirable  behavior)  and leaves  the  verification  up  to  the 

computerized tool. In particular Clarke and Emerson propose an approach that given a finite-state 

model of a system and a logical property systematically checks whether this property holds for a 

given initial state in that model. Usually, if an error is recognized the verification tool provides a 

counter-example  showing under  which  circumstances  the  error  can  be  generated.  The  counter-

example consists of a scenario in which the model behaves in an undesired way. Thus the counter-
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example provides evidence that the model is faulty and needs to be revised. This allows the user to 

locate the error and to repair the model specification before continuing. If no errors are found, the 

user can refine its model description and can restart the verification process.

4.2.2 Spin
In  our  approach,  we  have  worked  with  the  SPIN  model  checker  (see  Fig.1  for  the  SPIN 

architecture) [Holzmann97], [Holzmann03]. 

SPIN is a generic verification system that supports the design and verification of asynchronous 

process  systems.  SPIN  verification  models  are  focused  on  proving  the  correctness  of  process 

interactions.

SPIN provides the graphical frond-end XSPIN in order to define the specifications of the system 

and the correctness claims. SPIN accepted design specification written in the verification language 

PROMELA (PROcess MEta Language) [Holzmann03] (see next section for more details), and it 

accepts correctness claims specified in the syntax of standard Linear Temporal Logic (LTL).

The description of  concurrent  systems  in PROMELA consists  of one or more processes.  SPIN 

translates each process into a finite automaton. The global behaviour of the concurrent system is 

obtained by computing a synchronous interleaving product of automata. The resulting automaton 

represents the global state space of the system (i.e. the model containing all the possible executions 

of the system).

In order to perform verification, SPIN converts the negation of a correctness claim specified as a 

LTL formula  into a Büchi automaton (a Büchi automaton is an automaton defined over infinite 

input  sequences, rather finite ones), and computes the synchronous product of such automaton and 

the automaton representing the system global state space. The result is again a Büchi automaton. If 

the language accepted by this automaton is  empty,  the original  claim is  satisfied for the given 

system (i.e. the property is true on all the possible execution of the system). If the language is not 

empty, the original claim is not satisfied for the given system and contains at least one behaviour 
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that does not satisfy such claim. In this case, SPIN provides a counterexample for the property. In 

order  to  maximizing  the  efficiency,  the  verifier  generator  is  generated as  a  C program,  and it 

implements  the  reduction  techniques  and  the  state  encoding  methods  during  the  verification 

procedure (for more details see [Holzmann97]).

SPIN provides also a simulator, that allows to make random simulation for a given system. 

4.2.3 PROMELA
PROMELA is  a  verification  modelling  language.  It  provides  a  tool  for  making abstractions  of 

protocols  (or  distributed  systems  in  general)  that  suppress  details  that  are  unrelated  to process 

interaction.

PROMELA programs consist of processes, message channels, and variables. Processes are global 

objects. Message channels and variables can be declared either globally or locally within a process. 

Processes specify behavior,  channels  and global  variables  define the environment  in  which the 

processes  run.  The  language  allows  for  the  dynamic  creation  of  concurrent  processes. 

Communication  via  message  channels  can  be  defined  to  be  synchronous  (i.e.,  rendezvous),  or 
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asynchronous (i.e., buffered).

The behaviour of a process is defined in a proctype declaration, for instance as follows:

proctype A()
{
...
}

Message channels are used to model the transfer of data from one process to another. They are 

declared  either  locally  or  globally  and store  messages  in  first-in  first-out  order  by default,  for 

instance as follows:

chan qname = [10] of { bool, int }

In this case, we have declared the name qname as uninitialized channel of ten elements (i.e. the 

channel stores up to ten messages). If we want to create a synchronous channel, its capacity should 

be specified to be zero. Note that the channel capacity must be defined as a constant. In the above 

example, each message is defined to have two fields, which must be of type bool and int.  The 

statement 

qname! false, 1

sends a message containing the value false and 1 to the channel that we just created that is: it 

appends the value to the tail of the channel. The statement

qname? var1, var2

receives the message, it retrieves it from the head of the channel, and stores it in variable var1, var2. 

The send operation is executable only when the channel addressed is not full. The receive operation, 

similarly, is only executable when the channel is non empty. Obviously, it is an error to send or 

receive either more or fewer parameters per message than was declared for the message channel 

used.

PROMELA provides three ways of defining control  flow: concatenation of statements  within a 

process, parallel execution of processes, and atomic sequences. There are three other control flow 

constructs: case selection, repetition, and unconditional jumps.
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The selection structure is a method to define the structure of the underlying automaton, for instance 

as follows:

if
:: (a != b) -> ...
:: (a == b) -> ...
Fi

In  this  case,  the selection structure contains two execution sequences,  each one preceded by a 

double colon. Only one sequence from the list will be executed. A sequence can be selected only if 

its first statement is executable. The first statement is therefore called a guard. Moreover a condition 

statement else, which is used as a guard, is defined. 

A logical extension of the selection structure is the repetition structure, for instance as follows:

do
:: count = count + 1
:: count = count – 1
:: break
od

In  this  example  we  have  define  a  repetition  structure  that  non-deterministically  increments  or 

decrements a variable count. Only one option can be selected for execution at a time. After the 

option completes,  the  execution  of  the  structure  is  repeated.  The normal  way to terminate  the 

repetition structure is with a break statement.

Another way to break the loop is with an unconditional jump: the goto statement. Obviously the 

goto statement can be used not only into in a do statement.

4.3 An Agent-Based Representation of Clinical Guidelines 

In order to adopt the Spin model checker, we have to represent clinical guideline in PROMELA, 

i.e.,  using  an  agent-based  representation.  Thus  we  analyze  the  execution  process  of  a  clinical 

guideline in order to identify how this mapping can be performed.
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First  of  all,  we  analyze  the  execution  process  of  a  clinical  guideline.  At  an  abstract  level  its 

behaviour can be described as follows: the computer  system executes the current  action in the 

guideline, if it is: 

•  a work  action: this action is executed. Note that the execution of an action does not mean 

that the action has success; in fact, it is possible that there is a failure (e.g. the action requires 

a resource that is missing);

• a query action: a request of a set of data is made; such data are searched in the electronic 

patient record. If the data are found, a physician evaluates each data, if it is still reliable (i.e. 

it is not too old). If there are missing data or not reliable data, they are provided by a new 

examination or laboratory test;

• a decision action: the system evaluates the support conditions of the alternative paths on the 

basis of patient's parameters and shows its result to physician; s/he select the alternative path 

that, in her/his opinion, is “better”.

Then the system goes on the next action (obviously if a work action is failed, it do not go on and it 

is possible execute a “backtracking” procedure).

Such behaviour can be modelled in an agent representation. In particular, we identify the following 

agents: 

• the  Guideline  agent models  the  overall  behaviour  of  the  guideline;  it  simulates  the 

execution of actions that compose a guideline;

•  the  Physician agent is modelled as a non-deterministic process which interacts with the 

guideline by evaluating the patient data, choosing among the different alternative feasible 

paths and deciding among the different "backtracking" alternatives in the case of action 

failure. Observe that we modell the Physician agent as a non-deterministic process, since it 

is  non  possible  describing  the  behaviour  of  physician  with  an  algorithm.  Thus  in  our 

approach every choice is taken in a random way;

• the  Outside  agent representing  the  outside  world  provides  up  to  date  values  for  data 
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(together with the time of their measurement) when they are not already available from the 

database  or  are  evaluated not  reliable  by physician.  It  also stores  data  in  the  database, 

executes work actions and reports about their success or failure;

• the  Database  agent models  the  behaviour  of  the  patient  database,  allowing  for  data 

insertion and retrival.

Observe that each agent interacts with the others; in particular we can see that:  

• Guideline agent interacts with all other agents. In general, it makes requests to the other 

agent and waits for answers from them. In particular, it asks for patient's data to the 

Database agent and waits for knowing either the value of these data or the data are 

missing; it asks the Physician agent to evaluate if the data in the patient record are still 

reliable  and  waits  for  the  evaluation's  results;  it  ask  the  Physician  agent  to  choice 

evaluate if the data in the patient record are still reliable and waits for the evaluation's 

results; it ask the Physician agent to chose among the different alternative feasible paths 

or  the  among the  different  "backtracking"  alternatives  and waits  for  the   Physician 

agent's choice; it ask the Outside agent to execute an action and waits that for knowing 

if the Outside agent reports if the action success or failure; when a patient's datum is not 

found or not reliable, it ask  the Outside agent  to provide up to date values for this 

datum;

• the  Database  agent  interacts  with  the  Guideline  agent  and  the  Outside  agent.  The 

Database agent waits requests from these two agents and processes these requests. In 

particular, from the Guideline agent it receives requests of retrival of patient's data and, 

if the data are stored in the patient's database, it sends the data to the Guideline agent. If 

the some data are not found, it reports to the Guideline agent a warning specifying that 

data are missing; from the Outside agent, it receives request of insertion new data in a 

specific patient record and then it updates the patient record;

• the Physician agent interacts only with the Guideline agent. It receives the request of 
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evaluating the patient data and it answers whether the data are still reliable; it receives 

the request of choosing among the different alternative feasible paths and reports the 

alternative path, which it considers better; in the case of action failure, if it receives the 

request of deciding among the different "backtracking" alternatives and it reports the 

selected "backtracking" alternative;

• the  Outside  agent  interacts  with  the  Guideline  agent  and the  Database  agent.  From 

Guideline  agent,  it  receives  requests  of  providing up to date values for  data  and it 

reports these data, of executing work actions and reports about their success or failure. 

When it provides up to date values for patient's data, it makes the Database agent a 

request of insertion of these data.

4.4 Verification Task

In the previous section we have described how a clinical guideline can be represented in an agent-

based environment. Now we show such an agent representation can be used to prove properties 

using the model checking technique.

We have identified several kinds of properties regarding the given guidelines, that we consider 

important to prove:

• Properties concerning a guideline "per se". One can check whether the guideline contains a 

path of actions satisfying a given set of properties (e.g., a path including actions X, Y and Z, 

or a path in which no action of type X is executed, or a path nor requiring a given laboratory 

test, or a path requiring only a given set of resources, and so on);

• Properties of a guideline in a given context.  Specific contexts of execution may impose 

several limitations on the executable actions of guidelines, related, e.g., to the lack of certain 

resources  (e.g.,  laboratory  instruments).  The  consequences  of  such  limitations  may  be 
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automatically investigated taking advantage of the model checker. For instance, the model 

checker can prove whether there is or not a therapy for a patient affected by a given disease, 

in the case a specific set of resources is available (not available).

• Properties of a guideline when applied to a specific patient. Provided that the model checker 

has in input all the data in the patient record, the feasibility of a given action or path of 

actions on the specific patient can be proved. 

• Integrated proofs. Of course, given the flexibility and the task-independence of the model 

checker, any combination of the above types of proofs is feasible. For instance, one may ask 

whether, given a patient with a specific disease and set of symptoms, and given a hospital 

with a specific set of resources, there is a path in the guideline which applies to the patient 

and satisfies a given set of properties.

Observe that there are a correspondence between the verification of properties on a guideline and 

the contextualization of a guideline. As a matter of fact, using the property of the second type, we 

can verify if it is possible contextualize a guideline to an hospital with a certain characterization (i.e. 

we  can  know  if  it  is  possible  applying  the  algorithm  for  site-related  contextualization 

[Terenziani04a]);  using  the  property  of  the  third  type,  we  can  verify  is  a  guideline  is 

contextualizable for a patient whit a specified patient record. (We can know if it is possible make 

patient-related contextual information for a guideline).

It is worth stressing that, with the exception of recent proposals, that will be referred in section 

Related  Work,  the  verification  capabilities  mentioned  above  are  not  usually  available  in  the 

guideline systems in the literature. 

4.5 Towards an Implementation in the GLARE system

4.5.1 Architecture of the Overall Approach
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In order to use the model checker Spin we have defined and implemented an extension of the 

GLARE architecture. In Fig.3 we show the new architecture, in which the parts in the dashed box 

represent  the  extensions  needed  to  incorporate  a  verification  component  based  on  the  model 

checking approach.

As described in section 2.4, GLARE's architecture is a three-layer architecture, where there is an 

intermediate layer  in XML that work as an “interlingua” between the application layer  (i.e.  the 

highest layer)  and the database layer  (i.e.  the lowest  layer).  In this intermediate layer,  for each 

database there is a XML document.

The translation of the guideline to PROMELA is performed starting from its XML specification in 

GLARE. This translation is automatically performed by a top-down parser (see section Agent as a 

PROMELA  process  for  a  description  of  how  the  guideline  can  be  mapped  to  a  PROMELA 

specification and section for details on the parser's implementation). A similar translation is applied 

to the patient  data,  since the behaviour of the external environment,  of the database and of the 

physician  are all  modelled  as PROMELA processes.  All  these modellizations  are made by our 

translation tool automatically.
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At this point, it is possible define a property which has to be verified on the system through the 

interface XSPIN, which maps it into a LTL formula. 

Thus, SPIN takes as input the PROMELA agents and a LTL formula and makes the verification of 

this  formula  on  the  global  state  space  of  the  system  described  by  the  agents  (i.e.  the  model 

containing all  the possible  executions of the guideline).  SPIN gives as  output  the result  of  the 

verification process: it reports, if the formula is verified or not, in the second case it provides a 

counterexample (for more details see section SPIN).

4.5.2 Agents as a PROMELA process 

Each agent  described above can be represented by a  PROMELA process.  As we have said in 

previous  section,  the  translation  from clinical  guideline  into  PROMELA code  is  automatically 

generated. 

Before describing how the guideline is encoded in PROMELA, we want to point out how we deal 

with time. We have decided to treat time in a symbolic way. As a matter of fact, we did not map the 

temporal constraints of the guidelines into the PROMELA representation. Constraint concerning the 

minimal and maximal duration of an action and the delay between an anction and the next one are 

not mapped into the PROMELA representation; thus the actions can be executed sequentially or 

concurrently and the evaluation of temporal constraints is not required during the execution of the 

guideline. Instead we treat time that concerning the patient’s data. Every datum has associated a 

timestamp,  describing  the  time  at  which  the  measurement  of  each  datum  was  taken.  These 

timestamps are only used by the Physician agent, which has to decide whether the data are still 

reliable.  There are not general rules that allow to decide whether a datum is reliable (e.g. they 

depends by context, by patient). As we model the Physician agent as a nondeterministic process 

answering the requests from the guideline, we do not need to have the time values available during 

the computation and thus to represent them in the model. Hence, we only represent the fact that the 
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timestamps are exchanged between the guidelines and other agents, but we will only give symbolic 

(constant) value to them, to mean that the time value is known at that point of the computation.

The Guideline agent models the overall behaviour of the guideline. Each construct in the guideline 

is mapped to a PROMELA statement or (for complex statements) to a PROMELA piece of code.

First at all, we describe how the control relations are mapped. The control relation of sequence is 

mapped using the  goto statement  towards the next action in the guideline. Observe that each 

action has a label that corresponds to its address (in the following pieces of pseudo-code we have 

always used  Et  for the label); this label is used to specify the jump of the  goto statement. The 

alternative relation is also mapped using the instruction  goto, but in this case its object (i.e. the 

next action in the guideline) is not determined in a static way, but it is determined on the basis of 

Physician  agent's  answer.  The repetition  relation  are mapped directly  inside the  code of  cyclic 

action; as a matter of fact, the code of a work action or a plan is inside a  do statement (i.e.  do 

statement  defines “while” cycle  in PROMELA programming language),  in which the condition 

evaluates whether one or more iterations must be executed, on the basis of the specified number of 

iterations and of the exit condition of the repetition relation. 

A query action is described by the following PROMELA pseudo-code:

Et:
for each required datum {

LGtoDB!datum.D,datum.A;
LGfromDB?datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T;

if 
      ::(datum.V == MISSING) -> {  

LGtoOUTSIDE!datum.D,datum.A
              LGfromOUTSIDE?datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T;

 }
:: else ->  { 

    LGtoPH_data!datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T;
LGfromPH_data?datum.D,datum.A,valid;  

     if :: !(valid)->{ 
LGtoOUTSIDE_data!datum.D,datum.A;

          LGfromOUTSIDE_data?datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T;
}

 fi; 
 }

fi;
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}

For each data, the Guideline agent sends a request message to the Database agent (i.e.  LGtoDB! 

datum.D, datum.A) and waits for the answer message (LGfromDB? datum.D,datum.A, 

datum.V, datum.T). Observe that the datum is a quadruple < D, A, V, T >, where D is the 

category to which it belongs (e.g. liver objective examination), A is the attribute of interest (e.g. 

volume of the liver), V is the value assumed by the attribute in the given case, and T is the time at 

which the measurement was taken. Then it checks whether the datum is missing (datum.V == 

MISSING); if the datum is not stored in the database patient, it  sends a request message to the 

Outside agent (LGtoOUTSIDE! datum.D, datum.A) in order to obtain such a value, and 

waits  for  its  answer  message  (LGfromOUTSIDE?  datum.D,  datum.A,  datum.V, 

datum.T). Otherwise if the datum is found, it sends a request message to ask to the Physician 

agent to evaluate whether the datum is still reliable. If the datum is not valid, the Guideline agent 

sends a request message to the Outside agent in order to provide up to date values for this datum.

A decision action is described by the following PROMELA pseudo-code:

Et:
for each alternative {

support = calculate_support();
LGtoPH_decision!alternative, support;

}
 LGfromPH_decision? next_action;

For each alternative paths following a decision action, the Guideline agent evaluates the support 

conditions of the alternative paths on the basis of patient's parameters and sends such support value 

to the Physician agents (LGtoPH_decision! alternative, support); then it waits for 

the answer message (LGfromPH_decision? next_action), that defines the next action.

A plan is described by the following PROMELA pseudo-code:

Et:
do::(there is at least another iteration) ->{

if :: (all required resources are available) ->{
goto fist_action_in_plan;
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::else-> {
LGtoPH_failure!(failure_point); 
LGfromPH_failure?backtracking_point;

         goto backtracking_point;
}

       fi;
}
::else -> break

od;

First at all, the Guideline agent evaluates whether a new iteration of the plan is needed; if such test 

is verified, it checks whether the required resources are available. In such case, it jumps to the first 

action of the plan. Otherwise there is a failure. It sends a request message to the Physician agent in 

order  to  choose  among  the  possible  "backtracking"  points  (LGtoPH_failure! 

failure_point) and waits for the Physician agent's answer message (LGfromPH_failure? 

backtracking_point). At this point, it jumps to action that the Physician agent indicates as 

"backtracking" point.

A work action is described by the following PROMELA pseudo-code:

Et:
od ::(there is at least another iteration) ->{

if :: (all required resources are available) ->{
LGtoOUTSIDE_action!(execute_action);
LGfromOUTSIDE_action!(failure);
}

::else-> {
failure = true; 

}
    fi;

if :: (failure)->{ 
LGtoPH_failure!(backtracking_point); 
LGfromPH_failure?backtracking_point;

         goto backtracking_point;
}

       fi;
}
::else -> break;

od;

First at all, the Guideline agent evaluates whether a new iteration of the work action are needed; if 

such test is verified, it checks whether the required resources are available, in this case, it jump to 
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the firs action in the plan. Otherwise there are a failure, it asks to the Outside agent to “execute” the 

action (LGtoOUTSIDE_action! execute_action) and waits for the Outside agent's answer 

(LGfromOUTSIDE_action!failure). If there are a failure (i.e. a resource are not available or 

the Outside world answers that the action fails), it asks to the Physician agent to chose among the 

"backtracking" point and waits for the  Physician agent's answer and then it jumps to action that the 

Physician agent indicates as "backtracking" point.

A conclusion action is described by the following PROMELA pseudo-code:

Et:
println (CONCLUSION_MESSAGE);

Since a conclusion action represents the explicit output of a decision process, it is executed as print 

of its message.

The Database agent is described by the following PROMELA pseudo-code:

do ::OUTSIDEtoDB? datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T ->
{
insert_datum(datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T);
}

   ::LGtoDB?datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T-> {
retrive_datum(datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T);
LgfromDB!datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T;
}

od;

The Database agent monitors two channels and waits for a message. If it receives a request message 

asking to insert a value for a datum (OUTSIDEtoDB?  datum.D, datum.A, datum.V, 

datum.T), it performs the insertion of this information into the clinical database; if it receives a 

request  message  asking  to  retrieve  a  clinical  datum  (LgtoDB?  datum.D,  datum.A, 

datum.V, datum.T), it search the value of this datum and it sends the data to the Guideline 

agent  (LgfromDB!datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T).  Observe  that  if  the  datum is 

not stored in the patient's database,  datum.V (i.e. the filed in which is stored the data's value) is 

set to a constant (i.e. MISSING) that indicates this fact.

The Outside agent is described by the following PROMELA pseudo-code:
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do ::LGtoOUTSIDE_data? datum.D,datum.A,datum.T ->
{
update_datum_ value(datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T);
OUTSIDEtoDB! datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T;
LGtoOUTSIDE_data? datum.D,datum.A,datum.T,datum.T;
}

   ::LGtoOUTSIDE_failure?action-> {
failure =  execute_action (action);
LgfromOUTSIDE_action!failure;
}

od;

The Outside agent monitors two channels and waits for a message from the Guideline agent. If it 

receives a request message asking to provide up to date values for data (LGtoOUTSIDE_data? 

datum.D,datum.A,datum.T), it provides the new value, asks the Database agent the insertion 

of this datum (OUTSIDEtoDB! datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T), and it reports this 

datum to the Guideline agent  (LGtoOUTSIDE_data?  datum.D, datum.A, datum.T, 

datum.T).  If it receives a request message asking to execute a work action, it performs this action 

and  reports  about  their  success  or  failure  to  the  Guideline  agent 

(LgfromOUTSIDE_action!failure).

The Physician agent is described by the following PROMELA pseudo-code:

do ::LGtoPH_data?datum.D,datum.A,datum.V,datum.T; ->{
if :: valid=false;

:: valid=true;
fi;
LGfromPH_data!datum.D,datum.A,valid;  
}

  :: LGtoPH_failure?(failure_point) ->{
backtracking_point = chose_ backtracking_point();  
LGfromPH_failure?backtracking_point;

}
  :: for each alternative in a decision 

{LGtoPH_decision? alternative,support; } ->
{
choice = selection_process_alternative();
LGfromPH_decision? choice;
}

od;
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The Physician agent monitors three channels and waits for a message from the Guideline agent. In 

general it provides the request information in a non-deterministic way (i.e. its choice is a random 

one) and sends a message containing this information to the Guideline agent.

Note that Database agent, Outside agent, Physician agent spend their time waiting for a request 

from another agents, and then process such a request. 

At this point, we want to stress that the model checker provides an explicit representation for the 

semantics of the clinical guidelines. In particular, it is remarkable to note that, in our approach, such 

a  semantic  is  obtained  in  a  fully  automatized  way,  through  a  three  step  translation:  first,  the 

guidelines acquired through GLARE graphical interface is mapped onto the XML representation; 

second, such a representation is mapped onto PROMELA agent-base language; third, PROMELA 

specification  is  converted  into  a  global  state  space  automaton  on  which  model  checking  is 

performed.  Thus  we  provide  in  a  fully  automatic  way  an  automata-based  semantics  for  the 

guidelines being acquired by GLARE.

4.5.3 From GLARE Guidelines to PROMELA Specification

As described previously, the translation of clinical guideline described in GLARE formalism into a 

PROMELA specification is automatically made by a top-down parser. This parser takes in input a 

XML  document  corresponding  of  a  clinical  guideline  and  gives  in  an  output  a  PROMELA 

specification for such clinical guideline. Now we describe some technical issues connected to the 

implementation or the translation process.  

The PROMELA specification has some “limitations”. As a matter of fact, PROMELA does not 

define float and string type. In a clinical guideline, we have qualitative parameters and quantitative 

parameters. The value of qualitative parameters is expressed by textual qualitative values, and int 

numbers have not enough expressive power for quantitative clinical parameters, since are usually 

non integer number. In order to resolve this problem we have divided the work of the parser into 
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two steps: the first step is a pre-parsing phase, in which it finds information parameters and prepares 

them to the translation; the second step consists of the real translation phase. 

The pre-parsing phase visits the guideline and collects all data that regards parameters. In the case 

of quantitative parameters, the value are rescaled (i.e. we have decide that the value used in the 

clinical guideline are multiplied for 100, obviously our implementative choice could be restrictive 

in some situations). Since, during the phase of verification, the system is verified for every value 

that the parameters could be assumed and we do not want that the simulation make an exhaustive 

verification on all int number, the range of definition of such data are searched in clinical database. 

In  this  way,  the  complexity  of  the  verification  phase  is  reduced.  In  the  case  of  qualitative 

parameters, all their possible values are searched in clinical database and define them as constant. 

Obviously, if such information is not provided by the clinical database, it is possible to insert them 

manually using a graphical interface. 

In the second step the parser visit the whole guidelines and creates the agents described above. 

Particular attention has been devoted to the translation of cyclic action. In this case the problem 

concerns the execution: the system must remember in which iteration of a cyclic action it is in order 

to  respect  bounds  of  the  cycle  and  to  support  the  backtracking  facility.  Thus  the  temporal 

constraints concerning cyclic action are evaluated and the maximum iteration of every cyclic action 

is evaluated. Thus we must record the history of the execution. There are two problems to be faced. 

The first one is that the sequence of the actions that are been executed does not provide to check 

that the execution respect the cyclic temporal information, since a cyclic action can contain one or 

more cyclic actions and each iteration can be composed by different path. The second problem is 

that the PROMELA specifications do not support list structures and array structures must be define 

with a static dimension, but in this situation, it is not possible to know a priori the number of action 

that will be performed in a clinical guideline. We have defined a structure composed by three arrays 

that store the action and the maximum number of iteration that should be done, and the current 

iteration. Visiting this structure is possible determine the correctness execution of cyclic action. 
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Note  that  we oversize  the  dimension  of  these  array on the basis  of  the number of  action that 

composed the guideline

4.5.4 Results
We  have  made  a  first  activity  of  verification  of  the  medical  guideline  for  ischemic  stroke. 

(developed in collaboration with Azienda Ospedaliera San Giovanni Battista in Turin and already 

successfully  tested  in GLARE) with the model  checker  SPIN [Holzmann03].  This  guideline is 

composed from more than one hundred atomic actions. 

Using the model checker facility, we have been able to discover some inconsistencies in the original 

formulation  (note  that  some inconsistencies  are  already  been  discovered  during  the  process  of 

acquisition in GLARE). 

In particular, we have checked that, if a recovery treatment has been excluded at some point of the 

guideline, later on the guideline does not prescribe a continuation of the recovery treatment. The 

property to be verified has been represented with the following LTL formula:

 (conclusion == recovery treatment excluded)→ ¬ ◊(proc recovery treatment == started).

This property happens to be false. SPIN produces a counterexample to this property.

As an example of property concerning the contextualization of the guideline to a given hospital, let 

us  suppose  that  the  angiography  is  not  available  in  the  hospital.  We  want  to  check  if  the 

angiography  is  eventually  required  on  every  execution  of  the  guideline  or  if  there  exist  some 

execution on which it not required. We need to verify the following LTL formula:

◊(required test == angiography)

This property is not true on all the runs of the stroke guideline and a counterexample is returned 

from the model checker.

In  order  to  show an  example  of  our  verification  procedure,  we  describe  the  execution  of  our 

approach on a small piece of the ischemic stroke guideline (see Fig.4).
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Such guideline is described by the following XML code:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?>
<Lineaguida nome="ischemic stroke (subset)">
 <Descrizione />
 <Grafo startNode="2408">
  <MacroNodi>
   <Piano nome="Triage (T)" codice="2408" isCyclic="false" CoordX="24" CoordY="130">
    <Descrizione>Valutazione iniziale</Descrizione>
    <ScopoAzione />
    <ExitCondition Quante="-2" />
    <Ciclo frequenza="0" periodo="0" UMperiodo="0" DurataRipetizioni="0" 
UMripetizioni="0" Pausa="0" UMpausa="0">
     <Intervalli />
     <ExitCondition Quante="-2" />
    </Ciclo>
    <Precondizioni Costo="" Conflitti="" />
    <Grafo startNode="2414">
     <MacroNodi>
      <RichiestaDati nome="Ricerca presenza deficit neurologico" codice="2414" 
CoordX="39" CoordY="98">
       <CostoTotAnam>0.0</CostoTotAnam>
       <CostoTotObiett>0.0</CostoTotObiett>
       <Note />
       <Anamnesi>
        <TimeMin Valore="0" Unit="0" isClose="true" />
        <TimeMax Valore="0" Unit="0" isClose="true" />
       </Anamnesi>
       <Obiettivi>
        <TimeMin Valore="0" Unit="0" isClose="true" />
        <TimeMax Valore="0" Unit="0" isClose="true" />
       </Obiettivi>
       <Esami>
        <Dato Att1="33" Att2="0" Att3="0" Att4="-2" Att5="0" Att6="0" Att7="deficit 
neurologico" Att8="" Att9="null" Att10="" Att11="" Att12="0" Att13="" Att14="" Att15="" 
Att16="" Att17="" />
       </Esami>
      </RichiestaDati>
      <Conclusione nome="EXIT: non deficit neurologico" codice="2417" tipo="link" link="" 
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CoordX="280" CoordY="101" />
      <RichiestaDati nome="Presenza di deficit neurologico. Richiesta dati per 
valutazione dello stato di coscienza" codice="2418" CoordX="130" CoordY="166">
       <CostoTotAnam>0.0</CostoTotAnam>
       <CostoTotObiett>1000.0</CostoTotObiett>
       <Note />
       <Anamnesi>
        <TimeMin Valore="0" Unit="0" isClose="true" />
        <TimeMax Valore="0" Unit="0" isClose="true" />
       </Anamnesi>
       <Obiettivi>
        <TimeMin Valore="0" Unit="0" isClose="true" />
        <TimeMax Valore="0" Unit="0" isClose="true" />
       </Obiettivi>
       <Esami>
        <Dato Att1="27" Att2="45" Att3="176" Att4="558" Att5="2" Att6="0" Att7="stato di 
coscienza" Att8="valori possibili" Att9="null" Att10="null" Att11="1000.0000" Att12="0" 
Att13="" Att14="null" Att15="0" Att16="null" Att17="null" />
       </Esami>
      </RichiestaDati>
      <AzioneClinicaAtomica nome="Avvisare neurologo" codice="2431" isCyclic="false" 
CoordX="360" CoordY="175">
       <Descrizione />
       <ScopoAzione />
       <CorpoAzione />
       <Durata>
        <TimeMin Valore="0" Unit="0" isClose="true" />
        <TimeMax Valore="0" Unit="0" isClose="true" />
       </Durata>
       <ExitCondition Quante="-2" />
       <Ciclo frequenza="0" periodo="0" UMperiodo="0" DurataRipetizioni="0" 
UMripetizioni="0" Pausa="0" UMpausa="0">
        <Intervalli />
        <ExitCondition Quante="-2" />
       </Ciclo>
       <Precondizioni Costo="50" Conflitti="">
        <Risorse>1</Risorse>
       </Precondizioni>
      </AzioneClinicaAtomica>
      <DecisioneDiagnostica nome="Valutazione deficit neurologico" codice="2436" 
CoordX="130" CoordY="90">
       <Parametri>
        <Parametro>deficit neurologico  valore possibili 
presente</Parametro>
       </Parametri>
       <Data>
        <Riga>
         <Dato>10</Dato>
        </Riga>
        <Riga>
         <Dato>1</Dato>
        </Riga>
       </Data>
       <Percorso>
        <Condizione>
         <CodiceSezione>33</CodiceSezione>
         <CodiceClasse>0</CodiceClasse>
         <CodiceCategoria>0</CodiceCategoria>
         <CodiceDato>-2</CodiceDato>
         <DescrizioneDato>deficit neurologico</DescrizioneDato>
         <DescrizioneAttributo>valore possibili</DescrizioneAttributo>
         <CodiceSede>0</CodiceSede>
         <DescrizioneSede>0</DescrizioneSede>
         <Const>1</Const>
         <Valore>presente</Valore>
         <DatoNumerico>0</DatoNumerico>
         <TipoVettore>1</TipoVettore>
        </Condizione>
       </Percorso>
       <Criteri>
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        <Riga>
         <Crit>8</Crit>
         <Crit>12</Crit>
        </Riga>
        <Riga>
         <Crit>2</Crit>
         <Crit>4</Crit>
        </Riga>
       </Criteri>
       <CandidatesName>
        <Candidate>2418</Candidate>
        <Candidate>2417</Candidate>
       </CandidatesName>
      </DecisioneDiagnostica>
      < DecisioneDiagnostica nome="Valutazione dello stato coscienza" codice="2437" 
CoordX="233" CoordY="167">
       <Parametri>
        <Parametro>deficit neurologico  valore possibili 
presente</Parametro>
       </Parametri>
       <Data>
        <Riga>
         <Dato>1</Dato>
        </Riga>
        <Riga>
         <Dato>1</Dato>
        </Riga>
       </Data>
       <Percorso>
        <Condizione>
         <CodiceSezione>33</CodiceSezione>
         <CodiceClasse>0</CodiceClasse>
         <CodiceCategoria>0</CodiceCategoria>
         <CodiceDato>-2</CodiceDato>
         <DescrizioneDato>stato di coscienza</DescrizioneDato>
         <DescrizioneAttributo>valore possibili</DescrizioneAttributo>
         <CodiceSede>0</CodiceSede>
         <DescrizioneSede>0</DescrizioneSede>
         <Const>1</Const>
         <Valore>alterato</Valore>
         <DatoNumerico>0</DatoNumerico>
         <TipoVettore>1</TipoVettore>
        </Condizione>
        <Condizione>
         <CodiceSezione>33</CodiceSezione>
         <CodiceClasse>0</CodiceClasse>
         <CodiceCategoria>0</CodiceCategoria>
         <CodiceDato>-2</CodiceDato>
         <DescrizioneDato>stato di coscienza</DescrizioneDato>
         <DescrizioneAttributo>valore possibili</DescrizioneAttributo>
         <CodiceSede>0</CodiceSede>
         <DescrizioneSede>0</DescrizioneSede>
         <Const>1</Const>
         <Valore>normale</Valore>
         <DatoNumerico>0</DatoNumerico>
         <TipoVettore>1</TipoVettore>
        </Condizione>
       </Percorso>
       <Criteri>
        <Riga>
         <Crit>0</Crit>
         <Crit>0</Crit>
        </Riga>
        <Riga>
         <Crit>1</Crit>
         <Crit>1</Crit>
        </Riga>
       </Criteri>
        <Candidate>2431</Candidate>
        <Candidate>100</Candidate>
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       </CandidatesName>
      </DecisioneTerapeutica>
      <Conclusione nome="Dimettere:  controllo successivo fra 1 mese" codice="100" 
tipo="uscita" CoordX="228" CoordY="237" />
     </MacroNodi>
     <Sequenze>
      <Sequenza macroNodoIniziale="2414" macroNodoFinale="2436" />
      <Sequenza macroNodoIniziale="2418" macroNodoFinale="2437" />
      <Sequenza macroNodoIniziale="2436" macroNodoFinale="2418" />
      <Sequenza macroNodoIniziale="2436" macroNodoFinale="2417" />
      <Sequenza macroNodoIniziale="2437" macroNodoFinale="2431" />
      <Sequenza macroNodoIniziale="2437" macroNodoFinale="0" />
     </Sequenze>
    </Grafo>
   </Piano>
  </MacroNodi>
  <Sequenze />
 </Grafo>
</Lineaguida>

The parser translates the guideline in the PROMELA specification.  Now we show the piece of 

PROMELA code corresponding to the Guideline agent:
#define  go_to   ::dove==2408->goto  Et2408;  ::dove==2414->goto  Et2414; 
::dove==2417->goto Et2417; ::dove==2418->goto Et2418; ::dove==2431->goto Et2431; 
::dove==2436->goto Et2436; ::dove==2437->goto Et2437; ::dove==0->goto Et100;

#define  MAX_LEN_PATH 9
#define  MAX_ALTERNATIVE 2
#define  MAX_DATI 2

/*VARIABILI GLOBALI */
mtype={DEFICIT_NEUROLOGICO__VALORE_POSSIBILI_PRESENTE,  PRESENTE, 
STATO_DI_COSCIENZA__VALORI_POSSIBILI_NORMALEI,  NORMALEI,  Valore_Mancante, 
DEFICIT_NEUROLOGICO,  STATO_DI_COSCIENZA,  Valori_Possibili,  VALORI_POSSIBILI, 
ASSENTE, ALTERATOI, dato_numerico, dato_testuale, PPP, PP, P, mmm, mm, m};
int dove, j=0, fallimento=0;
typedef def_percorso {int nodi_attraversati; int indice; int n;};
def_percorso percorso[MAX_LEN_PATH];
typedef altern_possibili_DD {int strada;bool consigliata; };
typedef altern_possibili_DT {int strada;mtype parametro; };
typedef parte_of_tipo_x {mtype dato;mtype attrib; mtype sede;};
typedef  tipo_x  {mtype  dato;mtype  attrib;  mtype  sede;  int  valore_int;mtype 
valore_txt; int tempo;};
typedef  parte_of_tipo_x_txt{mtype  dato;mtype  attrib;  mtype  sede;  mtype 
valore_txt;int tempo};
typedef parte_of_tipo_x_int{mtype dato;mtype attrib; mtype sede; int valore_int; 
int tempo;};

/*CANALI */
chan LGtoDB=[10] of {parte_of_tipo_x};
chan LGfromDB_txt=[10]of {parte_of_tipo_x_txt};
chan LGfromDB_int=[10]of {parte_of_tipo_x_int};
chan LGtoM=[0]of {parte_of_tipo_x, int};
chan LGfromM=[0] of {parte_of_tipo_x, bool};
chan LGtoASK=[0]of {parte_of_tipo_x};
chan LGfromASK_txt=[0] of {parte_of_tipo_x_txt};
chan LGfromASK_int=[0] of {parte_of_tipo_x_int};
chan ASKtoDB=[0] of {tipo_x};
chan LGtoWORLDxAzione=[0]of {int};
chan LGtoWORLDxCosto=[0]of {int};
chan LGfromWORLDxAzione=[0] of {bool};
chan LGtoWORLDxRisorsa=[0]of {int};
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chan LGfromWORLDxRisorsa=[0]of {bool};
chan LGtoM_n_altern_x_DD=[0]of {int};
chan LGtoM_n_altern_x_DT=[0]of {int};
chan LGtoM_num_parametri=[0]of {int};
chan LGfromM_decisioneDD=[0] of {int};
chan LGfromM_decisioneDT=[0] of {int};
chan LGtoM_parametri=[0]of {mtype};
chan LGtoM_strada_val_parametro=[0]of {int, mtype};
chan LGtoM_strada_consigliata=[0]of {int, bool};
chan LGtoM_fallimento=[0]of {int};
chan LGfromM_fallimento=[0] of {int};

int DD_verif=0;
int DT_verif=0;
int conclusione_verif=0;
int prescrizFarmac_verif=0;
int azione_verif=0;
int richiesta_verif=0;
int piano_verif=0;

active proctype LG()
/*Processo Linea Guida*/
{   tipo_x x[MAX_DATI];
    int stradaDD,stradaDT, tot_strada, posizione, flag,k,count_piani_cond;
    bool ok;
x[0].dato=DEFICIT_NEUROLOGICO;  x[0].attrib=Valori_Possibili; 
x[0].sede=Valore_Mancante;  x[0].valore_txt=Valore_Mancante;  x[0].valore_int=0; 
x[0].tempo=-1;
x[1].dato=STATO_DI_COSCIENZA;  x[1].attrib=VALORI_POSSIBILI; 
x[1].sede=Valore_Mancante;  x[1].valore_txt=Valore_Mancante;  x[1].valore_int=0; 
x[1].tempo=-1;

START:
do
/*Si inizializza l'array che tiene traccia del percorso*/
  ::(j<MAX_LEN_PATH)-> 
{percorso[j].nodi_attraversati=0;percorso[j].indice=0;percorso[j].n=0; j++;}
  ::else->{break;}
od;
j=0;
goto Et2408;

Et2408:
/*Nodo Piano -Triage (T)- Descrizione: Valutazione iniziale*/
       k=j; 
   do 
     ::((percorso[k].nodi_attraversati!=2408)&&(k>0))->k--;
     ::else->break; 
   od;
   if ::(k==0)->/*nodo non ancora percorso - va fatto*/
                { j++;
                  percorso[j].nodi_attraversati=2408;
                  piano_verif=2408;
                  percorso[j].n=1;
                        percorso[j].indice=1;
                        goto Et2414; }
      ::else->  {  /*il  piano  è  stato  fatto  una  volta-ora  occorre  andare 
all'istruzione DOPO il piano */
             goto END; }
    fi;
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Et2414:
/*Nodo Richiesta Dati - Nome: Ricerca presenza deficit neurologico*/
   j++; 
   percorso[j].nodi_attraversati=2414;
   percorso[j].indice=1;
   richiesta_verif=2414;
   LGtoDB!x[0].dato,x[0].attrib,x[0].sede;
   LGfromDB_txt?x[0].dato,x[0].attrib,x[0].sede,x[0].valore_txt,x[0].tempo;
   if      ::(x[0].tempo==-1)-> {
                                        LGtoASK!x[0].dato,x[0].attrib,x[0].sede;
                                        LGfromASK_txt?x[0].dato,x[0].attrib,x[0]
.sede,x[0].valore_txt,x[0].tempo;}
           :: else ->  {LGtoM!x[0].dato,x[0].attrib,x[0].sede,x[0].tempo;
                          LGfromM?x[0].dato,x[0].attrib,x[0].sede, ok;
                           if  ::  !(ok)->{ 
LGtoASK!x[0].dato,x[0].attrib,x[0].sede;
                                          LGfromASK_txt?x[0].dato,x[0].attrib,x[
0].sede,x[0].valore_txt,x[0].tempo;}

      ::else->skip;
                           fi; }
   fi;
goto Et2436;

Et2417:
/*Nodo Conclusione*/
   j++; 
   percorso[j].nodi_attraversati=2417;
   percorso[j].indice=1;
   conclusione_verif=2417;
printf("EXIT: non deficit neurologico");
goto END;

Et2418:
/*Nodo Richiesta Dati - Nome: Presenza di deficit neurologico. Richiesta dati 
per valutazione dello stato di coscienza*/
   j++; 
   percorso[j].nodi_attraversati=2418;
   percorso[j].indice=1;
   richiesta_verif=2418;
   LGtoDB!x[1].dato,x[1].attrib,x[1].sede;
   LGfromDB_txt?x[1].dato,x[1].attrib,x[1].sede,x[1].valore_txt,x[1].tempo;
   if      ::(x[1].tempo==-1)-> {
                                        LGtoASK!x[1].dato,x[1].attrib,x[1].sede;
                                        LGfromASK_txt?x[1].dato,x[1].attrib,x[1]
.sede,x[1].valore_txt,x[1].tempo;}
           :: else ->  {LGtoM!x[1].dato,x[1].attrib,x[1].sede,x[1].tempo;
                          LGfromM?x[1].dato,x[1].attrib,x[1].sede, ok;
                           if  ::  !(ok)->{ 
LGtoASK!x[1].dato,x[1].attrib,x[1].sede;
                                          LGfromASK_txt?x[1].dato,x[1].attrib,x[
1].sede,x[1].valore_txt,x[1].tempo;}

      ::else->skip;
                           fi; }
   fi;
goto Et2437;

Et2431:
/*Nodo Azione Clinica Atomica - Avvisare neurologo- Descrizione: */
       k=j; 
   do 
     ::((percorso[k].nodi_attraversati!=2431)&&(k>0))->k--;
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     ::else->break; 
   od;
   if ::(k==0)->/*nodo non ancora percorso - va fatto*/
                { j++;
                  percorso[j].nodi_attraversati=2431;
                  azione_verif=2431;
                  percorso[j].n=1;
                  LGtoWORLDxRisorsa!1;
                  LGfromWORLDxRisorsa?fallimento;
                  if ::(fallimento)->{/*c'e' fallimento*/
                        percorso[j].indice=0;
                        LGtoM_fallimento!j;
                        LGfromM_fallimento?j;
                        dove=percorso[j].nodi_attraversati;
                        if go_to fi; }
                  ::else  ->  {/*non  fallimento*/ 
printf("Avvisare neurologo\n");
                        percorso[j].indice=1;
                        LGtoWORLDxCosto!50;
             goto Et2408; }    fi; }
      ::else->  {  /*l'azione  è  stato  fatto  una  volta-ora  occorre  andare 
all'istruzione DOPO il piano */
             goto Et2408; }    fi;

Et2436:
/*Nodo Decisione Diagnostica:Valutazione deficit neurologico*/
   j++; 
   percorso[j].nodi_attraversati=2436;
   percorso[j].indice=1;
   DD_verif=2436;
   LGtoM_n_altern_x_DD!2;
   tot_strada=0;
   if 
   ::(x[0].valore_txt==PRESENTE)->tot_strada=tot_strada+(10);
   ::else->skip;
   fi;
stradaDD++;
   if  
     ::((tot_strada>8)&&(tot_strada<12))->LGtoM_strada_consigliata!stradaDD,1;
     ::else->   LGtoM_strada_consigliata!stradaDD,0;
   fi;
   tot_strada=0;
   if 
   ::(x[0].valore_txt==PRESENTE)->tot_strada=tot_strada+(1);
   ::else->skip;
   fi;
stradaDD++;
   if  
     ::((tot_strada>2)&&(tot_strada<4))->LGtoM_strada_consigliata!stradaDD,1;
     ::else->   LGtoM_strada_consigliata!stradaDD,0;
   fi;
   LGfromM_decisioneDD?stradaDD;   /*indica quale strada il medico ha scelto tra 
quelle proposte (la 1°. la 2°...) */
   if
     ::stradaDD==0->{LGtoM_fallimento!j;
                     LGfromM_fallimento?j;
                     dove=percorso[j].nodi_attraversati;
                             if go_to fi; }
     ::stradaDD==1->goto Et2418;
     ::stradaDD==2->goto Et2417;
   fi;
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Et2437:
/*Nodo Decisione Diagnositica:Valutazione dello stato coscienza*/
   j++; 
   percorso[j].nodi_attraversati=2437;
   percorso[j].indice=1;
   DT_verif=2437;
   LGtoM_n_altern_x_DD!2;
   tot_strada=0;
   if 
   ::(x[0].valore_txt==PRESENTE)->tot_strada=tot_strada+(10);
   ::else->skip;
   fi;
stradaDD++;
   if  
     ::((tot_strada>8)&&(tot_strada<12))->LGtoM_strada_consigliata!stradaDD,1;
     ::else->   LGtoM_strada_consigliata!stradaDD,0;
   fi;
   tot_strada=0;
   if 
   ::(x[0].valore_txt==PRESENTE)->tot_strada=tot_strada+(1);
   ::else->skip;
   fi;
stradaDD++;
   if  
     ::((tot_strada>2)&&(tot_strada<4))->LGtoM_strada_consigliata!stradaDD,1;
     ::else->   LGtoM_strada_consigliata!stradaDD,0;
   fi;
   LGfromM_decisioneDD?stradaDD;   /*indica quale strada il medico ha scelto tra 
quelle proposte (la 1°. la 2°...) */
   if
     ::stradaDD==0->{LGtoM_fallimento!j;
                     LGfromM_fallimento?j;
                     dove=percorso[j].nodi_attraversati;
                             if go_to fi; }
     ::stradaDT==1->goto Et2431;
     ::stradaDT==2->goto Et100;
   fi;

Et100:
/*Nodo Conclusione*/
   j++; 
   percorso[j].nodi_attraversati=0;
   percorso[j].indice=1;
   conclusione_verif=0;
printf("Dimettere:  controllo successivo fra 1 mese");
goto END;

END:
printf("FINE ESECUZIONE LINEA GUIDA");
}

In  this  simple  example,  we  can  check  whether  the  action  “call  neurologist”is  performed.  The 

property to be verified has been represented with the following LTL formula:

 (action == “call neurologist")

Thus SPIN executes the verification process, and in this case it answer that the property is satisfied.
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Moreover  SPIN produces a  simulation  of  the PROMELA specification  of  the guideline.  Using 

XSPIN is  possible  to  visualize  this  simulation  and see  the  interaction  (i.e.  message  exchange) 

between the agents (see Fig. 5).

Fig 5: Message Sequence Chart
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5 Cooperative Update

In  this  chapter,  we  describe  the  approach  that  we  have  defined  in  order  to  support  working 

cooperative fashion in database area. First at all, we motivate why supporting cooperative sessions 

of work on a database is important. After having introduced some background notions, we show a 

motivating example. Then we describe a semantic data model that extends BCDM [Jensen96] (the 

semantic  framework that  underlies  TSQL2 [Snodgrass95],  a  “consensus” approach to relational 

temporal Databases) to deal with multiple update/insertion/deletion proposals. This model supports 

alternative data evolutions, focusing on the “history” of data. Finally we present the corresponding 

extended temporal relational algebra. 

5.1 Introduction

In recent years, a shared awareness has been reached about the importance of providing software 

architectures supporting cooperative work. For instance, in the area of Software Engineering, tools 

such as version control systems (e.g., CVS (Concurrent Versions System) [cvs] and Subversion 

[subversion])  have  been developed,  to  support  working sessions  in which different  users/teams 

concurrently propose parts (or modifications) of a software, possibly in an incremental way, and, 

later on, a team of supervisors can possibly select between the alternative branches (and so on). 

Such  a  typology  of  working  sessions  is  quite  frequent  also  in  several  application  domains 

concerning Databases, with specific reference to areas where an incremental acquisition/update of 

data  concerning a  shared  model  (e.g.,  a  workflow,  a  plan,  a  guideline,  a  model  of  a  physical, 

biological  or behavioural  system and of its  components)  is  performed. For instance,  during the 
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acquisition of a clinical guideline (which, of course, has to be stored into a Database), different new 

pieces of data and/or updates to existing data may be proposed (at least in principle) by a physician 

or a team; in this situation, a team of supervisors will have to accept (i.e. validate) them before 

modifying  the original  version. Maintaining the “history”  of the updates is  very important.  For 

instance, one physician might be called to justify her/his actions in the time span T on the basis of 

the model being acquired, but only considering the pieces of data it contained at time T (e.g., further 

upgrades cannot be considered, since they were not available at the time one had to operate). It is 

normal that a clinical guideline changes, since it is not static. As a matter of fact, the knowledge of a 

specific  disease  could  change,  new drugs  could  be  discovered,  new therapies  can  be  defined. 

Supporting such phenomena adds further complexity,  because the different versions of the data 

have to be maintained, together with the times in which each update has been performed. 

This  demands,  first  of  all,  a  robust  underlying  semantic  model  to  interpret  the  history  of  the 

alternative versions of data.

5.2 Background

5.2.1 BCDM

The main  concern  of  BCDM (Bitemporal  Conceptual  Data Model  [Jensen96]),  the data  model 

underlying  TSQL2,  is  that  of  being  a  “conceptual”  model  as  clean  and  easy  as  possible,  not 

obscuring the time-varying semantics by considerations of presentation and implementation (while, 

of course, there may be mappings of BCDM to several representation data models, which may be 

more amenable to representation and storage [Snodgrass95]).   We share the same goals in this 

work, where we aim at extending BCDM to cope with data semantics during cooperative sessions 

of work.

In BCDM (as well as in our approach) tuples are associated with valid time and transaction time. 

For both domain, a limited precision is assumed (the  chronon is the basic time unit). The time 
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domains have total orders and both are isomorphic to the subsets of the domain of natural numbers. 

The domain of valid times DVT is given as a set DVT={t1,t2,…,tk} of chronons, and the domain of 

transaction  times  as  DTT={t’1,t’2,…,t’j}∪{UC}  (where  UC  –Until  Changed–  is  a  distinguished 

value, whose semantics will be explained below). In general, the schema of a bitemporal conceptual 

relation R consists of an arbitrary number of explicit attributes A1, …,An, encoding some fact, and 

an implicit timestamp attribute T, with domain DTT×DVT. Thus, a tuple x=(a1,…,an|tb) in a bitemporal 

conceptual relation instance r(R) consists of a number of attribute values associated with a set of 

bitemporal chronos tbi =(cti, cvi), with cti ∈ DTT and cvi ∈ DVT. The intended meaning of such tuples is 

that the recorded facts are true in the modeled reality during each valid-time chronon in the set, and 

are current in the relation during each transaction times in the set. Thus, associated with a tuple is a 

bitemporal  element,  denoted  tb,  consisting  of  a  set  of  bitemporal  chronos  (cti,  cvi)  in  the  two-

dimensional space spanned by valid time and transaction time. Because no two tuples with the same 

data part (i.e., value-equivalent tuples [Snodgrass, 95]) are allowed, in BCDM the full time history 

of a fact is recorded in a single tuple.

Insertion and deletion of tuples are directly defined in BCDM, while modify has been defined as a 

combination of delete and insert [Jensen96]. For instance, insert(r,(a1,…,an),tv) (where tv is a set of 

chronos denoting valid times) is defined by three cases:

• if (a1,…,an) was never recorded in r, then it has to be added, with timestamp {UC}×tv.

• if (a1,…,an) was part of some previously current state, the tuple recording this is updated 

with the new valid time information

• if (a1,…,an) is already current in r, insertion is rejected (instead of it, an operation of modify 

should be required).

A special routine makes explicit the semantics of the UC special value: whenever times goes on, for 

each bitemporal chronon (UC,cv), a new bitemporal chronon (ct,cv) is added, where ct is the new 

transaction time value.
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Finally,  rollback,  timeslice and  algebraic operations  are  defined on the  bitemporal  model.  For 

instance, bitemporal  natural join is defined as follows. Define two relation schema R=(A1,...,An, 

B1,...,Bh |T) and S=(A1...,An, C1,...,Ck |T), and let r and s be instances of R and S respectively. 

Let A, B, and C stand for A1,...,An, B1,...,Bh, and C1,...,Ck respectively. Here and in the following, 

given a tuple x and a set of attributes A, x[A] denotes the values in x of the attributes in A, and x[T] 

denotes the set of bitemporal chronos constituting the timestamp of x, x[V] and x[TT] denote the 

valid and the transaction time respectively.

r ⋈B s = {z(n+h+k+1) \ ∃ x ∈ r, ∃ y ∈ s  

(x[A]=y[A] ∧ x[T]∩y[T]≠∅ ∧  z[A]=x[A] ∧ z[B]=x[B] ∧ z[C]=y[C] ∧ z[T]=x[T] ∩y[T]) )}

5.3 A motivating example

In this section we present an example of  cooperative update on a clinical guideline. Let us consider 

the guideline for the management of suspected acute pulmonary embolism. The reference guideline 

used  by  the  Azienda  Ospedaliera  S.Giovanni  Battista,  Torino,  to  which  we  refer  to,  has  been 

devised by the British Thoracic Society [British03], [MacDonald05].

The guideline is to be used for patients with suspected acute pulmonary embolism. The guideline 

contains further diagnostic investigations (to confirm or discard the suspect) and, in case the suspect 

is confirmed, the proper set of therapeutic actions. The first action of the guideline is a clinical 

action (in  GLARE we distinguish among different  types  of  actions  [Terenziani01]):  pulmonary 

embolus detection. In the initial version of the hospital guideline, such an action had to be executed 

through  pulmonary  ventilation  perfusion  scintigraphy,  performed  using  isotope  lung  scanning 

(VQS). The estimated cost of such an operation is about 100 €, and the time (for im-age acquisition) 

about 15 minutes.

In Fig.1, we show a part of the entity relationship model of guideline clinical ac-tions (for the sake 

of brevity, many parts of the whole model are omitted). For the sake of simplicity, we use standard 
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ER diagrams, augmented with the possibility of introducing validity time (Vs and Ve stand for start 

and  end  of  the  validity  time  re-spectively)  and  transaction  time  (Ts  and  Te;  a  more  accurate 

conceptual treatment of temporal aspects could be obtained using, e.g. ST USM [Khatri]; however, 

such a conceptual treatment is outside the goals of our work). Notice, in particular, that all entities 

and relationships have transaction time, since we need to model the full history of the evolution of 

the guideline into the database. The validity time associated with the "CLINICAL_ACTION" entity 

models the time when the action is to be executed (starting and ending time), expressed as distance 

from the beginning of the execution of the guideline to which the action belongs to.

Fig. 1: A part of the entity relationship model of guideline clinical actions

In Fig. 2 we show three relations modeling part of the conceptual model. In Fig. 2, we have stored 

the (partial) description of the action “pulmonary embolus detection” (Notice that in the guideline 

database,  we  have  chosen  to  model  the  fact  that  the  same  type  of  action  can  be  performed 

(sometimes  with  different  goals,  and  with  different  validity  times)  in  different  guidelines,  by 

introducing a different action of that type for each guideline (through the use of the “id” the primary 

key).). The transaction time start (20/2/2001) denotes the timestamp when the tuples where entered 

into the database (i.e., when the guideline was acquired). The value “UC” in the transaction time 

end (Te) stands for “Until changed”, which is a special value used to denote the fact that the tuple is 

still present (not deleted) in the database (we import the use of “UC” by the BCDM model). In the 

relation CLINICAL_ACTION, Vs is 0 to denote the fact that the action has to be executed as soon 

as the guideline about suspected acute pulmonary embolism is started.
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Fig.2: the three relations modeling part of the conceptual model

Futher on (in 2002), such an action of the guideline has been modified, to reflect the availability of 

a more sophisticated tool, the latest generation of fast multi-slice scanners: computed tomographic 

pulmonary angiography (CTPA).  With such a tool,  pulmonary embolus detection can be executed 

through CTPA. Although the extimated cost of the action increases to about 300 €, the use of CTPA 

has several advantages. The execution time is much shorter (about 15 seconds). CTPA is relatively 

more available than VQS and CTPA’s accessibility is better than the one of VQS (e.g., it is easier to 

arrange the examination urgently).  Moreover, it is advantageous in term of  sensitivity (86% vs 

83%), specificity (82% vs 65%), positive predictive value  (61% vs 43%), negative predictive value 

(95% vs 92%) and accuracy (83% vs 70%).

In the following,  we propose an example  of  how the update  of  the guideline could have been 

executed, through a session of cooperative work in which different proposers (P1, P2, P3, and P4) 

introduce different  update proposals,  and a  team of  evaluators  incrementally  accept\reject  such 

proposals.  While  the previous part  of the example is  real  (although simplified,  for  the sake of 

brevity), the working session we describe aims at  describing the different possible operations of 

proposers (or regular user) and evaluators (or super-user), to be used as a running example in the 

rest of this chapter. The working session is described as a sequence of steps. Since in our work we 

do not aim at capturing the notion of transaction, we deal with each atomic operation (proposal, 
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acceptance  or  rejection)  as  a  separate  step  (step  1  to  step  12  below).  In  other  words, 

proposals\evaluations concerning more than one tuple at the same time are not dealt with by our 

current approach. Notice, however, that we allow the possibility of updating the value of more than 

one attribute of the same tuple as a unique action. The extension of our approach to cope with sets 

of operations performed as a unique transaction is quite trivial.

Step 1. Proposer P1 proposes to insert the new instrument computed tomographic pulmonary 

angiography (CTPA) into the INSTRUMENT relation;

Step 2. Evaluators ACCEPT the proposal made in step 1.

Step 3. Proposer P2 proposes to update the relation RESOURCES, to store the fact that now 

“CTPA” is the instrument to be used for pulmonary embolus detection within the guideline 

about suspected acute pulmonary embolism.

Step 4. Proposer P2 proposes to update relation CLINICAL_ACTION to modify the end of the 

validity time of action 101 (pulmonary embolus detection) from 3000 to 15.

Step 5. Proposer P2 proposes to update relation CLINICAL_ACTION to modify the cost of action 

101 from 100 to 500.

Step 6. Evaluators ACCEPT the proposal at step 3.

Step 7. Evaluators REJECT the proposal at step 5.

Step 8. Proposer P3 proposes to delete the tuple with key 101 from CLINICAL_ACTION.

Step 9. Proposer P4 proposes to update the proposal issued by proposer P2 at step 4, by modifying 

the cost from 100 to 300.

Step 10. Proposer P5 proposes to update the current evaluator version of the tuple 101 in 

CLINICAL_ACTION changing the cost from 100 to 400.

Step 11. Evaluators query the database to check all the active proposals concerning the tuple about 

pulmonary embolus detection in CLINICAL_ACTION

Step 12. Evaluators ACCEPT the proposal at step 9.
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The sequence of  the different operations involving the tuple about pulmonary embolus detection 

from CLINICAL_ACTION is graphically shown in Fig. 3.

Fig 3: Graphical representation of a session of work concerning a tuple. Only the values of the attributes to be changed  
are explicitly shown. 'Ve' is expressed in seconds, and 'cost' in euro

5.4 Data model

In this section we describe the data model that we have developed.

In our data model, we need to distinguish between accepted data, and proposals that still need to be 

validated by experts. To this end, we introduce a two-level approach, in which:

• we define two categories of users: a set of regular users (or proposer) U = {u1, … uk}, who 

issue the proposals and a set of super users (SU) S = {s1, …, sh} who evaluate them (in the 

previous example the evaluators); observe that we do not define whether the intersection 

between U and S is empty.  We envision the development of application-related policies, 

when our general approach has to adhere to specific application-dependent requirements.

• we split the database relations in two data levels. Namely, all the proposals, generated by 

any ui∈U, are  stored  in  the  Proposal  data  level.  On  the  other  hand,  all  validated  data, 

accepted by any si∈SU, are stored in the SU data level. In particular, for each relation in the 
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SU level,  there are three corresponding relations in the Proposal  data level:  one for the 

proposals of insertion, the other for the proposals of update, and the third for the proposals 

of deletion. 

At both data levels, on the other hand, we have to deal with both the valid time of tuples (i.e., the 

time when the facts described by the tuples take place) and their transaction time (i.e. the time when 

the tuples are inserted/deleted in the database). In particular, the transaction time is crucial in order 

to associate manipulation actions (proposals and evaluations) to the time when they are executed. 

In our approach, we consider author as a data attribute. Basically, it is a “standard” data attribute, 

but author can not change. Thus a proposal can be considered valid if it proposes the modification 

of some data attribute that is not the author.

We chose to take BCDM (see section 6.2) as the basic semantic model for our data. Anyway, we 

had to enrich it in order to properly represent proposals. Therefore:

1. the BCDM model is exploited to represent SU data and proposal of insertion. As a matter of 

fact, at the SU level, only validated data are admitted. Therefore, tuples of the SU relations 

can be represented as tuples in the standard BCDM model. Tuples of the proposal of deletion 

relations are simply a copy of SU (i.e. already validated) data. Tuples of the proposal of 

insertion relations are simply a new data, that a user propose to insert in a SU relation;

2. the  BCDM  model without valid time is exploited to represent proposal of deletion.  As a 

matter  of  fact,  it  is  not  necessary  to  record  also  valid  time,  since  a-temporal  attributes 

identify univocally the SU corresponding. tuple 

3. an extension of BCDM, in which tuples are substituted by a more complex data structure 

called  Proposal-tuple (see  definition  6.1),  is  used  to  represent  proposals  of  update. 

Informally,  a  Proposal-tuple  stores  both  the  original  data  and  the  newly  proposed  ones 

(where alternative proposals concerning the very same data can hold at a given time). The 

formal definition is provided below.

Now we briefly show an example of alternative update proposals.
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Example 1

The  example  in  Fig.  1  proposes  in  a  graphical  notation  a  “history”  of  a  tuple  t  with  schema 

{A1,A2,U|T} with T⊆DTTxDTV denoting the temporal part of each tuple, and (A1,A2,U)∈DD denoting 

the atemporal attributes (see section 6.2 for details), and initial values (in the table of super-users, at 

TT=1) A1=a1 and A2= a2 U=u1 and VT={1}. In the history, we suppose that, at TT=2, a user u2 

proposes to update t into t’: A1= a1’, A2= a2, VT={1}; At time TT=3, the user u3 proposes B”: A1= 

a1’ A2= a2, VT={1,2}; then, at TT=4 the user u1 proposes to further change the tuple t’ into t’’’: A1= 

a1’, A2= a2’, VT={1}. This corresponds to the parts of the tree in Figure 1 which are linked by 

continuous arcs. 

Definition 5.1: Proposal-tuple. A Proposal-tuple pt can be defined as follows:

pt = <o, Alt(t1,t2,..,tn)>

where o are tuples in the BCDM model only with atemporal attributes and Alt (t1,t2,..,tn) is a non 

empty set of tuples in the BCDM model.

The informal meaning of  Alt(t1,t2,..,tn) is that  t1,t2,..,tn are alternative proposals,  referring to the 

origin tuple o (i.e. accepting t1 as valid data means that t2,..,tn are evaluated not-valid). The origin is 

a copy of the atemporal attributes of SU tuple, or of a proposal of insertion. A Proposal-tuple is a 

semantic notion, able to group all the alternatives proposed to the same data. 
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Definition 5.2: Proposal-relation. A Proposal-relation is a set of Proposal-tuples over the same 

schema.

Relations storing proposals of update are Proposal-relations.

Observe  that  a  Proposal-relation  contains  only  Proposal-tuples  whose  origin  are  different  (i.e. 

Proposal-tuples with value equivalent origins are not admitted).

Consider our running example. If we want to represent all the alternative proposals issued at time 

step  10  as  a  Proposal-tuple,  we  will  define  as  the  origin   the  tuple  (101,pulmunary  embolus 

detection,  detection  by  imaging  techniques,  diagnosis  of  pulmonary  embolism,100,  s),  and  as 

alternatives  the  following  tuples:  (101,pulmunary  embolus  detection,  detection  by  imaging 

techniques, diagnosis of pulmonary embolism,100, P2, T4, UC,0 ,15) that is proposed by P2 at time 

4  (step4),   (101,pulmunary  embolus  detection,  detection  by  imaging  techniques,  diagnosis  of 

pulmonary embolism,500, P2, T5, 7, 0,15) that is proposed by P2 at time 5 (step5) and rejected at 

time 7 (step7),  (101,pulmunary embolus detection, detection by imaging techniques, diagnosis of 

pulmonary  embolism,300,  P4,  T9,  UC,  0,15)  that  is  proposed  by  P4  at  time  9  (step9), 

(101,pulmunary  embolus  detection,  detection  by  imaging  techniques,  diagnosis  of  pulmonary 

embolism,400, P5, T10, UC, 0, 3000) that is proposed by P5 at time 10 (step10).

We now introduce some additional definitions:

Definition 5.3: Given a Proposal-tuple pt=<o,Alt(t1,t2,..,tn)>,  origin(pt)=o

Definition 5.4: Given a Proposal-tuple pt=<o,Alt(t1,t2,..,tn)>,   alternatives(pt) ={t1,t2,..,tn }

origin is a function that takes in input a proposal-tuple and returns the origin of such proposal-tuple.

alternatives is a function that takes in input a proposal-tuple and returns the set of all alternatives of 

such proposal-tuple.

In our approach, a database is defined as follows:

Definition 5.5 the database is defined as {r1   ... rn  , r_insert1  ... r_insertn  , r_update1   ... r_updaten  , 

r_delete1 ... r_deleten  }, where  
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• r1 ... rn are the basic relations at the  SU data level;

• r_insert1 ... r_insertn are the basic relations at the Proposal data level, which store the proposals 

of insertion;  

• r_update1  ...  r_updaten  are  the  basic  relations  at  the  Proposal  data  level,  which  store  the 

proposals of update; these relation are Proposal-relations;

• r_delete1  ...  r_deleten  are  the  basic  relations  at  the  Proposal  data  level,  which  store  the 

proposals of deletion. 

Note that the relations at the Proposal data level can be divided in three distinct sets: R_insert = 

{r_insert1 ... r_insertn},  R_update = {r_update1 ... r_updaten},  R_delete  = {r_delete1 ... r_deleten}.

Thus we define a set of functions that allow one to switch between the corresponding types of 

relations.

Definition 5.6: 

(i.) ∀ri ∈{r1 ... rn}, insert_proposal(ri) = r_inserti,

(ii.) ∀ri ∈{r1 ... rn}, update_proposal(ri) = r_updatei, 

(iii.) ∀ri ∈{r1 ... rn}, delete_proposal(ri) = r_deletei,

where r1 ... rn are the basic relations at the  SU data level (as define above).

insert_proposal (update_proposal, delete_proposal)  is a bijective function, which takes in input a 

SU relation and returns  the corresponding relation belonging to R_insert  (R_update,  R_delete); 

insert_proposal-1 (update_proposal-1, delete_proposal-1) is its inverse function. 

Moreover we introduce the notion of transaction and valid timeslice operators on BCDM tuples 

(which is a trivial adaptation of the analogous operators on relations in [Jensen96]). 

Definition 5.7 Transaction timeslice operator on BCDM tuples.  Let t be a tuple in the BCDM 

model, defined over the schema (A1,...,An|T), and let A stand for A1,...,An. Let T1 be a transaction 

time not exceeding the current time. The transaction timeslice operator on BCDM tuples is defined 

as follows: 
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ρe
T1 (t)= {(a1..an,|Tv) \ t[A]= a1..an ∧ Tv ={ cv \ (T1,cv) ∈ t[T]} ∧ Tv ≠∅}.

Definition 5.8 Valid timeslice operator on BCDM tuples.  

Let t be a tuple in the BCDM model, defined over the schema (A1,...,An|T), and let A stand for 

A1,...,An. Let T2 be a valid time. The valid timeslice operator on BCDM tuples is defined as follows: 

τe
T2 (t)= {(a1..an,|Tt) \ t[A]= a1..an ∧ Tt={ct \ (ct ,T2) ∈ t[T]} ∧ Tt ≠∅}.

The transaction timeslice operator on transaction time tuples ρet
T1 and the valid timeslice operator on 

valid time tuples τev
T2 are straightforward special cases. 

At this point, we can extend the above preliminary definitions to deal with Proposal-tuples and 

Proposal-relations.

Definition 5.9 Transaction timeslice operator on Proposal-tuples and Proposal-relations. 

Given a Proposal-tuple pt = <o, Alt(t1,t2,..,tn)> and a transaction time T1 not exceeding the current 

time, we define the transaction timeslice operator as follows: 

ρPT
T1(pt)=< ρe

T1(o), Alt(ρe
T1(t1), ρe

T1(t2)…ρe
T1(tn))>,

where ρe
T1 is the transaction timeslice operator on BCDM tuples. 

The transaction timeslice operator on a Proposal-relation pr is:

ρPR
T1(pr)={ρPT

T1(pt) \ pt∈pr}

Definition 5.10 Valid timeslice operator on Proposal-relations. Given a Proposal-tuple pt = <o, 

Alt(t1,t2,..,tn)> and a valid time T2, we define the valid timeslice operator as follows: 

τPT
T2(pt)= <τe

T2(o),Alt(τe
T2(t1), τe

T2(t2)… τe
T2(tn))>,

where τe
T2 is the valid timeslice operator on BCDM tuples.

The valid timeslice operator on a Proposal-relation is:

τPR
T1(pr)={ τPT

T1(pt) \ pt∈pr}

The  transaction  timeslice  operator  on  transaction  time  relations  ρPRt
T1 and  the  valid  timeslice 

operator on valid time relations τPRv
T2 are straightforward special cases.
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Definition 5.11 Snapshot equivalence on Proposal-relations. Two Proposal-relations r and s are 

snapshot equivalent if for all the transaction times T1 not exceeding the current time and for all the 

valid times T2 τPRv
T2(ρPR

T1(r))= τPRv
T2(ρPR

T1(s)).

Property   5.12 Uniqueness  of  representation.  Two Proposal-relations  defined  over  the  same 

schema are snapshot equivalent iff they are identical

5.5 Manipulation operations

In this section we present the semantics of the manipulation operations. I n particular, in our model 

we introduce ten operations: proposal of insertion, proposal of update, and proposal of deletion, 

which may be executed by regular users, and acceptance of a proposal (of update, of insertion, of 

deletion),  rejection  of  a  proposal  (of  update,  of  insertion,  of  deletion),  and  confirmation  of  a 

proposal, which can only be executed by super users. 

5.5.1 Semantic of Regular User Operations

In the following we present the definition of three operations: proposal of update, of insertions and 

of deletion. 

In order to simplify the formulae, we introduce the following function, which takes in input a tuple 

as origin of the new proposal tuple and a set of tuples, and creates a Proposal-tuple as the set of 

alternatives where each alternative is one of the tuples in the input set:

Definition 5.13: create_pt (o,{t1,t2,..,tn}) =<o,Alt{t1,t2,..,tn}>

A proposal of update means that a user wants to propose an update of an existing fact (i.e. a fact 

recorded in SU data level relation) or of a previous proposal. The arguments of the propose_update 

routine are the SU data level relation into which the new values of the tuple are to be stored (if 
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accepted), the old fact to be replaced and the new fact replacing it. Since in our model equal updates 

may stem from different origins the, old fact is uniquely identified by the pair <origin, alternative>. 

For the sake of homogeneity, the pair <origin, alternative> is also used in the case the old fact to be 

update  is  directly  a  tuple  in  the  SU  relation.  In  such  case  we  intend  that  the  origin  and  the 

alternative are identical. Finally the new fact is represented by a data part and a valid time.

Definition 5.14: propose_update(r, (a1...an, uor), (a'1...a'n, uold),(a''1...a''n, unew),tvt_new):

if (acceptability_propose_update(propose_update(r,(a1...an,  uor), (a'1...a'n, uold),(a''1...a''n,  unew),tvt_new)))  

∧ (¬ ∃ pt ∈ update_proposal(r) \ origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an, uor))

then 

update_proposal(r)update_proposal(r)∪{create_pt((a1...an,uor),{(a''1...a''n|{UC}× tvt_new})}

if (acceptability_propose_update(propose_update(r,(a1...an,  uor), (a'1...a'n, uold),(a''1...a''n,  unew),tvt_new)))  

∧ (∃ pt ∈ update_proposal(r) \ origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an, uor) )

∧ (∃ y ∈ alternatives(pt) \ ∃ u ∈ USER \ y[A] = (a1'...an', u) ∧ UC ∈ y[TT] ∧ u≠ unew)

then 

update_proposal(r)  update_proposal(r)− {pt} ∪ {create_pt(origin(pt),  alternatives(pt)  

∪ {(a''1...a''n,unew|{UC}× tvt_new)})}

where pt ∈ update_proposal(r) ∧ origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an, uor)

if (acceptability_propose_update(propose_update(r,(a1...an,  uor), (a'1...a'n, uold),(a''1...a''n,  unew),tvt_new)))  

∧ (∃ pt ∈ update_proposal(r) \ origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an, uor) )

∧ (∃ y ∈ alternatives(pt) \ y[A] = (a1'...an', unew) ∧ UC ∈ y[TT])

then  

update_proposal(r)update_proposal(r)− {pt} ∪ {create_pt (origin(pt), 

alternatives(pt) − {(a''1...a''n,unew|y[T]})∪ {(a''1...a''n,unew|y[T]-uc_ts(y[T])∪ {{UC}× 

tvt_new})}
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where y ∈ alternatives(pt) ∧ pt ∈ update_proposal(r) ∧ origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an, uor) ∧ y[A] = 

(a1'...an', unew)

otherwise update_proposal(r)  update_proposal(r)

There are three cases to be considered; in every case, the first step is testing whether the proposal of 

update is acceptable (see below the definition of acceptability_propose_update).

In the first case, the proposal is acceptable and there are no current Proposal-tuples, in which the 

origin is identified by the values specified in input; in such a case the update may either concern a 

current tuple in the super user relation, or a current tuple in the corresponding insert relation. In this 

case a new Proposal-tuple is inserted; the origin of the new Proposal-tuple has as attributes the 

atemporal attributes of the corresponding fact in the SU data level or in the R_insert relation and 

there is one alternative, which has as atemporal attributes and valid time the values inserted in input.

In the second case, the proposal is acceptable and a Proposal-tuple, identified by the origin given in 

input,  exists  and  the  same user  has  never  issued  the  same proposal  concerning  the  atemporal 

attributes  before  in  the  Proposal-tuple.  In  this  case  a  new  alternative  is  inserted  for  the 

corresponding Proposal-tuple in update_proposal(r).

In the third case, the proposal is acceptable and a Proposal-tuple, identified by the origin given in 

input exists and the same proposal has been already issued before in the Proposal-tuple by the same 

author. In this case the alternative is updated with the new temporal information. Note that uc_ts is 

a function that gives in output the set of all bitemporal chronos (UC, cv) (i.e. all chronos having UC 

as  their  transaction  time)  from  the  timestamp  of  the  tuple  and  it  is  defined as  in  BCDM 

[Snodgrass95]: uc_ts ( tb) ={(UC, cv) \ (UC, cv) ∈ tb}

The acceptability of a proposal of update is evaluated by  acceptability_propose_update defined as 

follows:

Definition 5.15:  acceptability_propose_update(propose_update(r,(a1...an,uor), (a'1...a'n, uold),(a''1...a''n, 

unew),tvt_new))

If ((∃ x ∈ r \ x[A] = (a1...an,  uor)  ∧ ( UC ∈ x[TT]) ∨(∃ x ∈ insert_proposal(r) \ (1)
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x[A] = (a1...an, uor)  ∧( UC ∈ x[TT]) ∧
((∃ pt ∈ update_proposal(r)\ origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an,uor)  ∧ ∃ y ∈ alternatives(pt) \ 

y[A] = (a1'...an', uold) ∧ UC ∈ y[TT]) ∨ ((a1...an, uor)=(a'1...a'n, uold))) ∧

(2)

(∀ z ∈ alternatives(pt), ∀ u ∈ USER\ pt ∈ update_proposal(r) ∧ 

origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an)  ∧  (z[A] ≠ (a1''...an'', u) ∨ e
UCρ (z) [V] ≠ tvt_new))∧

(3)

(∃ k∈ r,  ¬ ∃ u ∈ USER \ (k[A]=(a1''...an'',u) ∧ UC ∈ k[TT])⇒ k[A]=(a1...an, u)) (4)

unew ∈ USER (5)

A proposal of update is acceptable (1) if   the value specified as the origin of the proposal-tuple 

identifies a tuple in the SU relation or in the proposal of insertion relation and such tuple is current, 

(2) if there is a pt that has as origin the value specified or if the value of the origin and the value of 

old fact are the same, (3) if there is not an alternative with the same data of the new fact (i.e. all  

atemporal attributes except the author are identical) and such alternatives are current, (4) if in the 

SU relation there is not a current tuple that has the same data of the new fact except for the author 

attribute, (5) if the user can make a proposal of update. Observe that condition (4) means that we 

can not allow one to make a proposal in which the atemporal attributes except the author are the 

same of another current tuple in SU level, which is not the origin, since this proposal can not be 

accepted. For example, suppose that in the relation r with schema {A1,U|T} with T⊆DTTxDTV at the 

SU level  there are two tuples x e y that at current chronos have the following values: x: A1=a U=u1 

and VT={1}, y:  A1=b U=u1 and VT={1,2}. In this case we do not admit the following proposal of 

modification of x:  A1=b U=u3 and VT={3}. As a matter of fact, the semantics of the acceptance of 

such a proposal of modification is not well defined, since we want to update x with the new value; 

this means to delete x and to insert a new tuple, but the new fact would be identical to the one stated 

by y in the atemporal attributes except the author attribute. Moreover, it is not clear if the user u3 

wants to change the y valid time to the union between the old valid time and the proposal valid 

time, or just to the proposal valid time. Moreover, we can not affirm that u3 wants to modify y. As a 
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matter of fact, we know only that user u3 wants to update x and she/he does not define any action 

regarding y. Thus we state that such kind of proposal of update is not admissible in our approach.

Referring our running example the proposal of modification in step 10 is evaluated by the use of 

propose_update as follows: 

propose_update(clinical_action,  (101,pulmunary  embolus  detection, 
detection  by  imaging  techniques,  diagnosis  of  pulmonary 
embolism,100, s),  (101,pulmunary embolus detection, detection by 
imaging  techniques,  diagnosis  of  pulmonary  embolism,100,P2), 
(101,pulmunary embolus detection, detection by imaging techniques, 
diagnosis of pulmonary embolism,300,P3) (0,15))

where clinical_action is the SU relation, which the user wants to modify, (101,pulmunary embolus 

detection,  detection  by  imaging  techniques,  diagnosis  of  pulmonary  embolism,100,s)  is  the  a-

temporal attribute that identified the SU tuple,  which the user wants to modify,  (101,pulmunary 

embolus detection, detection by imaging techniques, diagnosis of pulmonary embolism,100,P2) is 

the previous proposal  which is  object  of the new proposal,  (101,pulmunary embolus detection, 

detection  by  imaging  techniques,  diagnosis  of  pulmonary  embolism,300)  are  the  atemporal 

attributes of the new proposal, P4 is the current proposer and  (0,15) is new validity time.

In this way the proposer P4 has made a proposal of update of the proposal made by P2, that refers a 

fact in SU relation clinical_action.

A proposal of insertion means that a user wants to propose the insertion of a currently unrecorded 

tuple. The arguments of the propose_insertion routine are the SU data level relation into which the 

new tuple is to be stored, and the values of the tuple itself. 

Definition 5.16: propose_insert(r, (a1...an,unew),tvt_new) 

if acceptability_propose_insert(propose_insert(r, (a1...an,unew),tvt_new)) ∧

(¬ ∃z ∈insert_proposal(r)\  z[A]=(a1...an,unew)  ∧ UC ∉ z[TT])

then 

insert _proposal(r) ∪  {(a1...an |{UC}× tvt)}
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if acceptability_propose_insert(propose_insert(r, (a1...an,unew),tvt_new))

(∃ z ∈insert_proposal(r)\  z[A]=(a1...an,unew) )

then 

insert_proposal(r) – { (a1...an | z[TT])}∪  {(a1...an | z[TT] ∪ ({UC}× tvt))}

where z ∈ insert_proposal(r) ∧ z[A]=(a1...an,unew)

otherwise insert_proposal(r)  insert _proposal(r)

There are two cases.

In the first case,  the proposal is acceptable and  a proposal of insertion of the same fact has not 

previously been done by the same user. In this case, a new tuple is inserted in insert _proposal(r).

In the second case,  the proposal  is acceptable and a proposal of insertion of the same fact has 

previously been done by the same user. In this case, the time of the old proposal of insertion is 

properly updated.

The acceptability of a proposal of insertion is evaluated by  acceptability_propose_insert defined as 

follows:

Definition 5.17 acceptability_propose_insert(propose_insert(r, (a1...an,unew),tvt_new)):

if ((¬ ∃ x ∈ r \ ∃ u ∈ USER \ x[A] = (a1...an, u)  ∧ ( UC ∈ x[TT]) ∧ (1)
 (¬ ∃ y ∈ insert_proposal(r) \ ∃ u' ∈ USER \ y[A] = (a1'...an', u)  ∧ 

( UC ∈ y[TT]) ∧

(2)

unew ∈ USER (3)

A proposal of insertion is acceptable (1) if the value specified do not identify a fact in the SU 

relation, (2) if there is not a current proposal of insertion of the same fact data, (3) if the user can 

make a proposal of insertion.

A proposal of deletion means that a user proposes to remove a tuple, which is stored at the SU data 

level, from the database. The propose_delete operation has the following arguments: the SU data 

level relation from which the tuple should be deleted, and the values of the tuple itself. 
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Definition 5.18: propose_delele(r, (a1...an,unew)):

if acceptability_propose_delete(propose_delele(r, (a1...an,unew)) ∧

(¬ ∃z ∈delete_proposal(r)\  z[A]=(a1...an,unew)  ∧ UC ∉ z[TT])

then 

delete_proposal(r) ∪  {(a1...an |{UC}× tvt)}

if acceptability_propose_delete(propose_delete(r, (a1...an,unew),tvt_new))

(∃ z ∈ delete_proposal(r)\  z[A]=(a1...an,unew) )

then 

delete_proposal(r) – { (a1...an | z[T])}∪  {(a1...an | z[T] ∪ {UC})}

where z ∈ delete_proposal(r) ∧ z[A]=(a1...an,unew)

otherwise delete_proposal(r)  delete _proposal(r)

We distinguish two cases. 

In  the first  case,  the proposal  is  acceptable  and  a  proposal  of  deletion of the same fact  is  not 

previously been done by the same user. In this case, a new tuple is inserted in delete _proposal(r).

In the second case,  the proposal is acceptable and a  proposal of insertion of the same fact is not 

previously been done by the same user. In this case, the time of the old proposal of deletion is 

properly updated.

Definition 5.19 acceptability_propose_delete(propose_delele(r, (a1...an,unew))

if ((∃ x ∈ r \ ∃ u ∈ USER \ x[A] = (a1...an, u)  ∧ ( UC ∈ x[TT]) ∧ (1)

(¬ ∃ y  ∈ delete_proposal(r) \  ∃ u'  ∈ USER \ y[A] = (a1'...an',  u)   ∧( UC  ∈ 

y[T]) ∧

(2)

unew ∈ USER (3)

A proposal of deletion is acceptable (1) if the value specified identifies a current fact in the SU 

relation, (2) if there is not a current proposal of deletion of the same data, (3) if the user can make a 

proposal of insertion.
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Now we describe the sequence of operations that must be performed to have the history described in 

the Example 1.  

In the SU relation r with schema {A1,A2,U |T} there is a tuple t with the atemporal attributes and 

initial values (in relation r at TT=1) A1=a1 and A2= a2 and U=u1 and VT={1}. At TT=2, the user u2 

proposes to update t into t': A1= a'1, A2= a2, VT={1}; this user uses the propose_update routine whit 

parameters  the  relation  r,  the  old  fact  identified  by the  tuple  t,  and  the  new fact,  which  is  t': 

propose_update(r, (a1,a2,u1), (a1,a2,u1), (a'1,a2), {1}). Thus a Proposal-tuple with this alternative is 

inserted in the proper Proposal-update relation (i.e. update_proposal(r)). At time TT=3, the user u3 

proposes t'':  A1= a'1 A2= a2,  VT={1,2};  the user exploit  the  propose_update routine passing the 

relation r, the old fact identified by the values of the Proposal_tuple origin A1= a1 A2= a2, VT={1}, 

and the values of the alternatives to be updated A1= a'1 A2= a2, VT={1}, the values of the new 

proposal  A1= a'1 A2= a2,  VT={1,2}:  propose_update(r,  (a1,a2,u1),  {1},  (a'1,a2,u2),  {1},  (a1,a2,u3), 

{1,2}). At TT=4 the user u1 proposes to further change the tuple t' into t''': A1= a1’, A2= a2’, VT={1}. 

This  corresponds  to  executing  the  propose_update routine  passing  the  relation  r,  the  old  fact 

identified  by the values of   Prosal_tuple  origin A1= a1 A2= a2,  VT={1},  and the values of  the 

alternatives to be updated A1= a'1 A2= a2, VT={1,2}, the values of the new proposal A1= a'1 A2= a'2, 

VT={1,2}: propose_update(r, (a1,a2,u1), {1}, (a'1,a2,u2), {1,2}, (a'1,a'2,u1), {1,2}).

5.5.2 Semantics of Super-user Operations

In the following section, we describe the policy of super user operations and we will deal with the 

semantics of three types of acceptance of a proposal, the three types of rejection of a proposal and 

confirmation. 

In our approach we define two policies:

Policy 1: the super user can only accept/reject proposal or confirm a tuple in SU level

Policy 2: The super users can directly insert/delete/update tuple in SU level.
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Observe that the different form the two policies is that Policy 2 allows super user to manipulate 

directly SU level using operations of insertion, deletion and modification.

Now we describe the new super operations.

An acceptance of a proposal of update means that a super user wants to update the SU data level 

using  a  current  proposal.  Only  proposals  (of  update,  inset  or  delete)  that  are  valid  at  the  UC 

transaction time may be acceptable by super users. Therefore, as side effect, the acceptance of an 

update proposal must remove the UC (henceforth: “close”) from the accepted proposals, as well as 

from the deletion and/or insertion proposals concerning the same tuple. Such operation is performed 

through   the close_all routine.

The close_all routine takes in input the value that identifies the origin, of the proposal that has to be 

“closed”, and the SU relation, which it refers to. The  close_all routine “closes” (i.e. removes the 

UC)  all  the  alternatives  of  the  Proposal-tuple,  which  has  such  an  origin.  It  also  “closes”  the 

proposals of deletion and a proposal of insertion regarding the same tuple, if they exist and are valid 

at the UC.

The  close_all routine  uses  the  close routines,  which  remove  all  bitemporal  chronos  whose 

transaction time is UC, through an application of the uc_ts function.

Definition 5.20: close_all(r, (a1...an,u)):

{t1, … tn} alternatives(pt) where pt ∈ update_proposal(r) ∧ origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an, u)

update_proposal(r)  update_proposal(r) − {pt} ∪ {create_pt(o, 

   {(t1[A] | t1 [T]-uc_ts(t1 [T])), ... , (tn[A] | tn [T]-uc_ts(tn [T]))})};

if (∃ y \ ( y∈  delete_proposal(r)∧ y[A]=x[A] )

then delete_proposal(r)  delete_proposal(r) – {y} ∪ (y[A] |y[T]-uc_ts(y[T]))};

if (∃ z \ ( z∈ insert_proposal(r)∧ z[A]=x[A] ∧ (ρe
uc (z))[V]=( ρe

uc (x))[V])

then insert_proposal(r)  insert_proposal(r) – {z} ∪ {(z[A] |z[T]-uc_ts(z[T]))};

}
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We now define operation of acceptance of a proposal of update.

Definition 5.21: accept_update(r, (a1...an, uor), (a'1...a'n, unew))

if ((∃ pt ∈ update_proposal(r) \ origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an, uor)  ∧ 

∃ y ∈ alternatives(pt) \ y[A] = (a1'...an', unew) ∧ UC ∈ y[TT]) ∧

(1)

(¬ ∃ x ∈ r \ x[A] = (a1...an, uor)  ∧ ( UC ∈ x[TT]) ) ∧ (2)

(∃ z∈ r,  ¬ ∃ u ∈ USER \ (z[A]=(a1''...an'',u) ∧ UC ∈ z[TT])⇒ z[A]=(a1...an, u)) (3)

then insert(r,(a'1...a'n, unew), ρe
uc (y)[V]), close_all(r, (a1...an,u))

where  ∃ y  ∈ alternatives(pt)  ∧ pt  ∈ update_proposal(r)  ∧ origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an, uor) ∧   y[A] = 

(a1'...an', unew) 

if ((∃ pt ∈ update_proposal(r) \ origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an, uor)  ∧ 

∃ y ∈ alternatives(pt) \ y[A] = (a1'...an', unew) ∧ UC ∈ y[TT]) ∧ 

(4)

( ∃ x ∈ r \ ∃ u ∈ USER \ x[A] = (a1...an, uor)  ∧ ( UC ∈ x[TT]) ∧ (5)

(∃ z∈ r,  ¬ ∃ u ∈ USER \ (z[A]=(a1''...an'',u) ∧ UC ∈ z[TT])⇒ z[A]=(a1...an, u)) (6)

then delete(r, (a1...an, uor)), insert(r,(a'1...a'n, unew), ρe
uc (y) [V]), close_all(r, (a1...an,u))

where ∃ y ∈ alternatives(pt)  ∧ pt ∈ update_proposal(r)  ∧ origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an, uor) ∧   y[A] = 

(a1'...an', unew) 

The arguments of the accept_ update routine are the SU relation into which the tuple will be stored, 

the data of the old fact to be removed, the data values corresponding of the alternative which has to 

be accepted (i.e. the new fact to be inserted). We distinguish two cases. 

In the first case, the super user wants to accept an update to a proposal of insertion, thus: (1) a 

Proposal-tuple, identified by the origin given in input, exists and there is a current alternative in this 

Proposal-tuple identified by the proposal values in input; (2) there is not a current tuple equal  to the 

origin at the SU level (i.e. in the propose insert relation corresponding to r there is a current tuple 

equal to the origin) and (3) in SU level there is not a tuple that differ from the new fact only for the 

author. Note that condition (2) makes clear that we are dealing with an insertion ex novo of a tuple, 

and not with an update  operation.  Note that  for condition (3),  the same considerations  already 
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expressed for condition (4) in definition 5.15 hold. In particular, it is possible that a proposal with a 

well defined semantics at the time it was issued cannot be accepted by the super user, because in the 

meanwhile the database content has changed, and an ambiguous situation such as the one described 

in definition 5.15 has emerged.  . Thus, we do not allow to accept such a type of proposal. In this 

case,  the  accept_update routine  closes  the  Proposal-tuple  (i.e.  the  close_all is  invoked  on  the 

Proposal-tuple identified) and makes an insertion of the new tuple in the proper SU relation (i.e. r) 

using the standard BCDM insert routine. 

In the second case, the super user wants to accept an update to proposal of update of an existing 

tuple in the SU data level.  The conditions to be satisfied are that: (4) a Proposal-tuple, identified by 

the origin given in input, exists and there is a current alternative in this Proposal-tuple identified by 

the proposal values in input; (5) there is a current tuple equal to the origin at the SU level and (6) in 

SU level there is not a tuple that differ from the new fact only for the author. In this situation the 

accept_update  routine closes all the alternatives, deletes the old tuple stored at the SU data level 

using the standard BCDM delete routine, and makes an insertion of the new tuple in the proper SU 

relation (i.e. r) using the standard BCDM insert routine. 

The accept operation described in step 12 in our example is invoked as follows:

accept_update(clinical_action, (101,pulmunary embolus detection, 
detection by imaging techniques, diagnosis of pulmonary 
embolism,100,s), (101,pulmunary embolus detection, detection by 
imaging techniques, diagnosis of pulmonary embolism,300,P3). 

where  clinical_action  is  the  SU  relation,  which  the  proposal  refers,  (101,pulmunary  embolus 

detection,  detection by imaging  techniques,  diagnosis  of  pulmonary  embolism,100,s)  is  the  SU 

tuple, which is object of the modification, (101,pulmunary embolus detection, detection by imaging 

techniques, diagnosis of pulmonary embolism,300,P3) is the proposal accepted.

The  execution  of  such  accept_update  means  to  execute  the  following  routines: 

delete(clinical_action,  (101,pulmunary  embolus  detection,  detection  by  imaging  techniques, 

diagnosis  of  pulmonary  embolism,100,s)),  that  means  the  deletion  of  the  old  SU  tuple, 
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insert((101,pulmunary embolus detection, detection by imaging techniques, diagnosis of pulmonary 

embolism,300, P3, (0,15)), that means the insertion of the accepted proposal in the SU relation 

clinical_action,   delete_alternatives(clinical_action,  (101,pulmunary embolus  detection,  detection 

by imaging techniques, diagnosis of pulmonary embolism,100, s)), that means the closure of  all 

proposal concerning the old SU fact.

An acceptance of a proposal of insertion means that a super user wants to insert a current proposal 

into the SU data level. As side effect, the acceptance of an insertion proposal must “close”   from 

the accepted proposals, as well as update proposal concerning the same tuple.

Definition 5.22: accept_insert(r, (a1...an, unew))

if ((∃ y ∈ insert_proposal(r) \ y[A] = (a1...an, unew)∧ UC ∈ y[TT]) ∧ (1)

(¬ ∃ x ∈ r \ ∃ u ∈ USER \ x[A] = (a1...an, u)  ∧ ( UC ∈ x[TT])) (2)

then insert(r,(a'1...a'n, unew), ρe
uc (y)[V]), close_all(r, (a1...an,u))

where ∃ y ∈ insert_proposal(r)  ∧ y[A] = (a1'...an', unew)

The arguments of the accept_insert routine are the SU relation into which the tuple will be stored, 

and the data values corresponding of the new data which has to be accepted. 

The conditions to be satisfied are that: (1) a proposal of insertion identified by the data values given 

in input, exists and is a current; (2) in SU level there is not a tuple that differs from the new fact 

only  for  the  author.  In  this  situation  the  accept_insert  routine  closes  all  to  update  proposal 

concerning the same tuple, and makes an insertion of the new tuple in the proper SU relation (i.e. r) 

using the standard BCDM insert routine. 

An acceptance of a proposal of deletion means that a super user wants to delete a current proposal 

into  the  SU data  level.  As  side  effect,  the  acceptance  of  a  deletion  proposal  must  “close”  the 

accepted proposals, as well as update proposal concerning the same tuple.

Definition 5.23: accept_delete(r, (a1...an, u))

if (∃ y ∈delete_proposal(r)\  y[A]=(a1...an,u)  ∧ UC ∈ y[TT]) (1)

then delete (r, (a1...an, user)), close_all(r, (a1...an,user)), 
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where user ∈ USER \ ∃ x ∈ r ∧ x[A] = (a1...an, user)

The arguments of the accept_delete routine are the SU relation into which the tuple will be stored, 

and the data values corresponding of the tuple to be deleted. 

The condition to be satisfied is that: (1) a proposal of deletion identified by the data values given in 

input, exists and is a current; the  accept_delete  routine invokes the  close_all routine in order to 

close all proposals concerning the same tuple, and makes a deletion of the tuple in the proper SU 

relation (i.e. r) using the standard BCDM delete routine.

A rejection of a proposal of update means that the routines close such proposal.

Definition 5.24: reject_update(r, (a1...an, uor), (a'1...a'n, unew))

If  ((∃ pt  ∈ update_proposal(r)  \  origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an,  uor)  ∧ ∃ y  ∈ 

alternatives(pt) \ y[A] = (a1'...an', unew) ∧ UC ∈ y[TT]) 

(1)

then update_proposal(r)  update_proposal(r) − {pt} ∪ {create_pt((a1...an, uor), 

alternatives(pt) − {y})∪ {(a'1...a'n,unew|y[T]-uc_ts(y[T]))}

where y ∈ alternatives(pt) ∧ pt ∈ update_proposal(r) ∧  origin(pt)[A]=(a1...an, uor) ∧ 

y[A] = (a1'...an', unew) 

The arguments of the  reject_update routine are the SU relation to which the proposal refers, the 

data  of  the  origin  of  the  proposal  tuple  which  contains  the  proposal,  and  the  data  values 

corresponding to the proposal which has to be rejected.

The conditions to be satisfied are that: (1) a Proposal-tuple, identified by the origin given in input, 

exists and there is a current alternative in this Proposal-tuple identified by the proposal values in 

input; the reject_update closes such proposal.

A rejection of a proposal of insertion means the routine has to close such a proposal of insertion and 

all the proposal of update concerning this tuple.

Definition 5.25: reject_insert(r, (a1...an, u))

if (∃ y ∈ insert_proposal(r) \ y[A] = (a1...an, u)∧ UC ∈ y[TT]) (1)

then close_all(r, (a1...an, u))
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The arguments of the reject_insertion routine are the SU relation which the proposal refers, and the 

data values corresponding of the proposal which has to be rejected.

The condition to be satisfied is that: (1) a proposal of insertion, identified by the origin given in 

input, exists and is current; the reject_insert invokes the close_all routines.

A rejection of a proposal of deletion means that a super user wants to reject a current proposal. This 

means that the routines close such proposals of deletion.

Definition 5.26: reject_delete(r, (a1...an, u))

if (∃ y ∈delete_proposal(r)\  y[A]=(a1...an,u)  ∧ UC ∈ y[TT]) (1)

then delete_proposal(r)  delete_proposal(r) − {y} ∪ {(a1...an,u|y[T]-uc_ts(y[T]))}

where y ∈delete_proposal(r) ∧ y[A]=(a1...an,u)

The arguments of the reject_deletion routine are the SU relation to which the proposal refers, and 

the data values corresponding to the proposal which has to be rejected.

The condition to be satisfied is that: (1) a proposal of deletion, identified by the data values given in 

input, exists and is current; the reject_delete closes such proposal.

A confirmation of a SU tuple means that a super user wants to reject all proposals regarding it, thus 

confirming such tuple.

Definition 5.27: confirmation(r, (a1...an,u)):

if (∃ x ∈r \  x[A]=(a1...an,u)  ∧ UC ∈  x[TT]) (1)

then close_all(r, (a1...an,u))

The arguments of the confirmation routine are the SU relation into which the tuple to be confirmed 

is stored, and the data values corresponding of the tuple which has to be confirmed.

The condition to be satisfied is that: (1) a tuple, identified by the values given in input, exists and is 

current in the SU relation; the confirmation invokes the close_all routine.

Under the Policy 1, super user can use  insert,  modify and  delete values in order to make directly 

insertion, modification and deletion into the SU level.

In our approach the insert routine has the same definition of [Snodgrass95].
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The delete routine is defined as follow:

Definition 5.28: delete  (r, (a1...an, u))= 

if (∃ (a1...an, u|tb) ∈ r) 

then r r-{(a1...an, u|tb)}∪ {(a1...an, u|tb-uc_ts(tb))}, close_all(r,(a1...an, u))

otherwise r r

The arguments of delete routine are the SU relation in which the tuple is stored, and the data values 

corresponding of the tuple. Observe that in our approach the definition of delete routine is similar to 

[Snodgrass95]. As a matter of fact, it removes UC form the tuple, but it also closes all proposals 

concerning such tuple.

The modify routine is defined as in [Snodgrass95] by a deletion followed by an insertion as follows:

Definition 5.29: modify(r,(a1...an, u),(a'1...a'n, unew),tvt_new)) = 

insert(delete(r, (a1...an, u)),(a'1...a'n, unew),tvt_new))

where insert and delete routines are defined as above.  

We present some properties of our data model regarding the upward compatibility [Jensen96] with 

the BCDM model.

Property 5.30: under the Policy 1 our model is upward compatible with the BCDM model

Property 5.31: under the Policy 2 our model is “semantically” upward compatible with the BCDM 

model.

Under Policy 2, it is clear that upward compatibility with BCDM model is not satisfied, since insert, 

delete  and  modify  routines  are  not  allowed.  Nevertheless,  under  Policy  2  our  approach  has  a 

“semantic” upward compatibility with the BCDM model, that consists in equivalence between the 

operation in the BCDM model and a proposal of such operation followed by an acceptance of such 

operation. 
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5.6 Relational Algebra 

Algebraic operators at the super-user level are exactly the same as in the standard BCDM model. 

The same holds for proposal of insertion, where standard BCDM tuples are used. For the proposals 

of deletion, we can also use BCDM algebraic operators considering to have an implicit valid time 

that consist in all values of the domain of valid times. On the other hand, the treatment of proposals 

of update demands for the definition of new algebraic operators.

To define bitemporal intersection on Proposal-tuple ∩c in our approach, let r and s two instances of 

a Proposal relation.  

Definition 5.32 r ∩cs =  { z=<origin(z),alternatives(z)> \

if ∃ pt1∈r , ∃ pt2∈s \ origin(pt1)= origin(pt2) ∧ ∃a1∈alternatives(pt1), ∃a2∈

alternatives(pt2) \ a1[A]=a2[A] ∧ a1[T]∩a2[T] ≠∅ 

then 

origin(z)=origin(pt1)∧ alt∈alternatives(z), where alt[A]=a1[A]=a2[A] 

∧ alt[T]=a1[T]∩a2[T] }

The result of bitemporal intersection on Proposal-tuple ∩c is a set that contains the proposal which 

belongs to both relations and have the same origin; the origin of resulting proposals is the same 

origin of both proposals, and the set of alternatives is composed by the alternatives, which are value 

equivalent and have as a bitemporal part the intersection of the two bitemborals.

To define bitemporal union of Proposal-tuples  ∪c in our approach,  let r and s two instances of 

Proposal relation.

Definition 5.33 r ∪cs =  { z=<origin(z),alternatives(z)> \

if ∃pt1∈r , ∃pt2∈s \ origin(pt1)= origin(pt2) 
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then 

origin(z)=origin(pt1)∧ alt∈alternatives(z), where

if  ∃a1∈alternatives(pt1), ∃a2∈alternatives(pt2)  \ a1[A]=a2[A] 

then alt[A]=a1[A]=a2[A] ∧ alt[T]=a1[T]∪a2[T] ) 

    else (alt[A]=a1[A] ∧ alt[T]=a1[T]) ∨(alt[A]=a2[A] ∧ alt[T]=a2[T]) 

else (origin(z)=origin(pt1) ∧ alternatives(z) = alternatives(pt1)) ∨( origin(z)=origin(pt2) ∧ 

alternatives(z) = alternatives(pt2)) 

}

The result  of  bitemporal  union on Proposal-tuple ∪c is a set  that contains the proposals  which 

belongs to r and/or s; in the case that there are proposals which have the same origin (i.e. one 

belongs to r and one belongs to s), the origin of the resulting proposal is the same origin of both 

proposals, and the set of alternatives is composed by the alternatives, which are value equivalent, 

having as a bitemporal attribute the union of the two bitemborals.

To define bitemporal difference on Proposal-tuples −c in our approach, let r and s two instances of 

Proposal relation.

Definition 5.34 r −cs =  { z=<origin(z),alternatives(z)> \

if ∃pt1∈r , ∃pt2∈s \ origin(pt1)= origin(pt2) 

then 

origin(z)=origin(pt1)∧ alt∈alternatives(z), where

if  ∃a1∈alternatives(pt1), ∃a2∈alternatives(pt2)  \ a1[A]=a2[A] 

then alt[A]=a1[A]=a2[A] ∧ alt[T]=a1[T]- a2[T] 

else  alt[A]=a1[A] ∧ alt[T]=a1[T]
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else

origin(z)=origin(pt1) ∧ alternatives(z) = alternatives(pt1) }

The result of bitemporal difference on Proposal-tuple −c is a set that contains the proposals which 

belong to r and not to s; in the case that there are proposals which have the same origin (i.e. one 

belongs to r  and one belongs to s),  the origin of resulting proposal  is  the same origin of both 

proposals, and the set of alternatives is composed by the alternatives that belongs to the proposal-

tuple in  r, and do not belong to proposal-tuple in  s; when two alternatives are value equivalent the 

new alternative has the same value in the atemporal attributes and has as a bitemporal part the 

difference of the two bitemborals.

To define bitemporal join of Proposal-tuple c in our approach,  let r and s two instances of Proposal 

relation.

Definition 5.35 r ⋈c s =  { z =<origin(z),alternatives(z)> \ 

if ∃ pt1∈r , ∃ pt2∈s \ origin(pt1)[A]= origin(pt2) [A] ∧ ∃a1∈alternatives(pt1), ∃ a2∈

alternatives(pt2) \ a1[A]=a2[A] ∧ a1[T]∩a2[T] ≠∅ 

       then

origin(z)[A]=origin(pt1)[A]  ∧ origin(z)[B]=origin(pt1)[B]  ∧ origin(z)[C]=origin(pt2)[C]  ∧ 

alt∈alternatives(z), where alt[A]=a1[A]=a2[A] ∧ alt[B]=a1[B] ∧ alt[C]=a2[C] ∧ 

alt[T]=a1[T]∩a2[T] }

The result of bitemporal join on Proposal-tuple ⋈c is a set of all combinations of proposal-tuples in 

which the origins are equal on their common attributes, and the set of alternatives is composed by 

all the combinations of their alternatives that are equal on their common attributes and having as a 

bitemporal part the union of the two bitemborals.
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The  application  of  the  join  operator  on  propose_update(resource)  and 

propose_update(clinical_action) at step 5 of our example gives as a result a proposal-tuple where 

the  new  origin  is  (ctpa, 101,pulmunary  embolus  detection,  detection  by  imaging  techniques, 

diagnosis of pulmonary embolism,100,s,s) and there are two new alternatives: the first one is (ctpa, 

101,pulmunary  embolus  detection,  detection  by  imaging  techniques,  diagnosis  of  pulmonary 

embolism,100 , T4, UC, 0, 15), the second one is (ctpa, 101,pulmunary embolus detection, detection 

by imaging techniques, diagnosis of pulmonary embolism,500, T5, UC, 0, 15). Note that the result 

of  join is not an object  that super-user can accept or reject,  but it  gives a global  vision of the 

knowledge. Our approach currently does not manage a set of operations as an unique transaction but 

an extension in order to cope this issue is quite trivial.

We define two types of bitemporal selection of Proposal-tuple in our approach: σorigin
c
p  applies the 

predicate P to the origin;  σalternatives
c
p  applies the predicate P to the alternatives.

Definition 5.36 σorigin
c
p(s) = {z=<origin(z),alternatives(z)> \ 

if ∃ pt∈s, a ∈ alternatives(pt) \ P(origin(pt) )

then origin(z)= origin(pt) ∧ alternatives(z) = alternatives(pt) }

Definition 5.37 σalternatives
c
p(s) = {z=<origin(z),alternatives(z)> \ 

if ∃ pt∈s, a ∈ alternatives(pt) \ P(a))

then origin(z)= origin(pt) ∧ alt∈alternatives(z), where alt=a }

The result  of  origin  selection  σorigin
c
p is  the set  of  all  proposal-tuple,  whose origin satisfies  the 

predicate P.

The result of alternatives selection σorigin
c
p is the set of all proposal-tuple, such that have one or more 

alternatives  which  satisfy  the  predicate  P.  The  set  of  alternatives  is  only  composed  by  the 

alternatives, which satisfy P.
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To define projection on Proposal-tuples  πc
D in our approach, let s be one instance of a Proposal 

relation and D an arbitrary set of non-timestamp attributes.

Definition 5.38 πc
D(s) = {z=<origin(z),alternatives(z)> \ ∃ pt∈s, a ∈ alternatives(pt)\

origin(z)= origin(pt)[D] ∧ alt∈alternatives(z), where alt[D]=a[D] ∧ 

∀a1∈alternatives(pt), a1[D]=a[D]⇒ a1[Τ] ⊆ alt[T] ∧ ∀ t ∈ alt[T] ∃ a2∈alternatives(pt) 

(a2[D]=alt [D] ∧t ∈a1t [T]  )}

The result of projection  πc
D(s) is the set of Proposal-tuples where the Proposal-tuple with the same 

projected origin on the set D of attributes are collapsed in a single Proposal-tuple and the set of 

alternatives is composed by the union of their  new set  of alternatives,  which correspond to  all 

previous alternatives projected on the set D of attributes. Observe that all alternatives that are value 

equivalent are coalesced as de-fined in [Snodgrass95] (i.e. the new bitemporal is the union of all 

bitemporals). 

Moreover we define other two type of projection πorigin C that returns the set of the origins of every 

Proposal-tuple in the Proposal relation, and  πalternatives
C that returns the set of the alternatives of every 

Proposal-tuple in the Proposal relation

Definition 5.39 πorigin C(s) =  {o \ ∃ pt∈ s ∧  o ∈ origin(pt)} =  { o \ <o, (a1 ,…, an )> ∈  pu(r)}

Definition 5.40 πalternatives
C(s) = {a \ (a[A]= x1[A] ∧ a[T]= x1[T] ∪...∪xn[T]  if ∃ x1,...,xn ∈ pt1 , ..., ptn 

(x1[A]=...= xn[A]) if  ∃ pt1 … ptn ∈ r (n≥1))}

The result of origin projection πorigin C is the set of origins of all proposal-tuples of the relation.

The result of alternatives projection πalternatives
C is the set of alternatives which belong to all proposal-

tuples of the relation. In the case that after projection two o more alternatives are value equivalent 

they are coalesced [Snodgrass95] into a single tuple.

Moreover we define the operator convert that maps our semantic level in a relation level
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Definition 5.41 convert(s)={(a1 ,…,an ,a’1 ,…,a’n ,T)\ ∃ pt∈s \ 

(a1,…,an)=origin(pt) ∧ (a'1 ,…,a'n ) ∈alternatives(pt) }

We  can  also  say  that  our  algebraic  operators  have  the  property  of  reducibility  [Snodgrass96] 

regarding BCDM algebraic operator. 

Property 5.42 Reducibility Our algebraic operators are reducible to BCDM algebraic operators

Reducibility guarantees that the semantics of simpler operators is preserved in their more complex 

counterparts. We can show that convert(OpC ( s) ) = OpBCDM (convert(s)), where s is an instance of 

Proposal-relation and Op is any BCDM algebraic operator.
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6 Conclusion and Future Perspectives

6.1 Conclusion

In this thesis, we have studied how computer guideline system can be extended using advanced AI 

and  DB techniques.  In  particular  we  have  focused  our  attention  on  three  issues:  how support 

decision making, how evaluate quality of clinical guideline and how support working cooperative 

fashion on knowledge stored in database.

In order to support decision making, we have proposed a decision making facility based on decision 

theory concepts. Our approach is based on a systematic analysis of main clinical guideline concepts. 

We have shown how such concepts can be related to decision theory concepts; in particular we have 

described how they can be mapped in Markov Decision Process.  We have also described how 

classical algorithms for evaluating utility and for evaluating the optimal policy can be exploited in 

clinical guidelines context. Thus we have discussed the implementation of decision theory facility, 

which is made in the GLARE system as case of study, and we have presented some experimental 

results.

In  order  to  improve quality  of  clinical  guideline,  we  have  described  how the  model  checking 

techniques can be applied in the clinical  guidelines context.  In this way,  we have defined how 

general techniques usually adopted to verify correctness of system either software or hardware can 

be used in the clinical  guidelines  context.  We have illustrated  how a clinical  guideline can be 

mapped  into  a  formalism adapt  to  model  checking  techniques.  In  particular  we  have  define  a 

formalization in order do use model checking SPIN. Thus we have presented a set of properties, 

which we have identified to be useful to verify about a clinical guideline. As case of study, we have 

defined how GLARE system’s architecture must be extended in order to apply our general approach 

and we have described such implementation in the GLARE system and some experimental result. 
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In order to support working cooperative fashion in database, we have presented a semantic data 

model that it is an extension of BCDM [Jensen96] (the semantic framework that underlies TSQL2 

[Snodgrass95],  a  “consensus”  approach to relational  temporal  Databases)  to  deal  with multiple 

update/insertion/deletion proposals. Such model allows one to support alternative data evolutions, 

focusing on the “history” of data.  Our approach provides  to support working sessions in which 

different  users/teams  concurrently  propose  parts  (or  modifications) and,  later  on,  a  team  of 

supervisors can possibly select between the alternative branches (and so on). We have presented the 

manipulation operations and the algebraic operations.

6.2 Future Perspectives

As mentioned above, we have tested our approach to improve quality of clinical guideline with 

model checking techniques in the GLARE system.  In our approach the semantics of guidelines is 

provided through their mapping to PROMELA, by modelling them as automata. We are interested 

in developing a more declarative and logical semantics for guidelines. Moreover, we have identified 

a set of agents that describes the behaviour of executing of a clinical guideline. One of these agents 

model  the  behaviour  of  hospital  (i.e.  the  Outside  agent).  In  this  moment  its  definition  is  very 

abstract.  We  are  interested  in  developing a  more precise  definition  in  order  to  integrate  our 

framework of computerized management system of clinical guidelines in hospital workflow. In this 

way we can use both model checking analysis techniques for improving quality of clinical guideline 

and workflow analysis techniques for improving quality of  the healthcare organisation related all 

clinical guidelines implemented.

We  have  defined  a  semantic  model  to  support  working  cooperative  fashion  in  database,  its 

manipulation operation and its relational algebra. As a first step in this direction, as shown in Fig.1 

above, by applying the convert operator (see section 5.6, in particolar definition 5.41), a set of 

Proposal-tuple can be converted into a set of tuples in the BCDM model. Observe that these tuples 

still  need  to  be  interpreted  as  disjunctive  (while  in  a  standard  BCDM relation  they  would  be 
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interpreted as conjunctive): it is the role of the underlying operations (both the manipulation and the 

algebraic  ones,  properly  converted  to  the  BCDM  model  as  well)  to  provide  the  correct 

interpretation.  In  other  words,  to  use  the  object-oriented  terminology,  we  could  say  that  the 

manipulation  and  algebraic  operations,  working  at  the  BCDM  semantic  level,  act  as  methods 

operating on an object, which is somehow similar, but not identical to a BCDM relation, since its 

tuples are disjunctive. By means of these methods, users can correctly manipulate or query the data, 

having preserved the right semantics. 

Fig. 1: towards an implementation of our semantic level

Going further, the “BCDM semantic level object”, composed by the set of disjunctive tuples, and by 

its methods, can be easily implemented by relying on an extension of any of the TDB logic models 

supported by the BCDM semantics, such as TSQL2 [Snodgrass95], or Tquel [Snodgrass93], or on a 

recent  extension  of  OracleTM  (which,  in  version  Oracle  10g,  through the  Workspace  Manager 

facility, deals with both validity and transaction time, and is compliant with the BCDM semantic 

level).
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Obviously, we cannot ask physicians to directly operate at the semantic level, by manipulating quite 

unfamiliar  constructs  such  as  Proposal-tuple.  Moreover,  tasks  in  a  guideline,  which  are  the 

elementary objects on which physicians may want to work, are often composed by information 

sparse over different relational tables, and we cannot ask them to know the database schema. Our 

semantic contribution can be seen as a sort of assembly language level, over which we need to build 

more user-friendly layers. The definition of the algebraic operators allows us to provide a first step 

towards a more usable tool, since we can hid the relational level, and let the user see the data as in 

an object oriented approach, in which elementary objects (i.e. guideline tasks) can be visualized and 

updated, even if their construction requires a preprocessing phase in which some queries (involving 

in particular the join operator) are run. 
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